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6 ST. XAVI.B~R COLLEGE.
Prospectus.
This institution, known at present as ST. XAVIER COLUGl
was established October 17, 1831 , by the Right Rev. Edward D!:
Fenwick, D.D., first Bishop of Cincinnati, under the nan1e ()if
the "Athenceum." In the year 1840 it was transferred, by tbe
Most Reverend Archbishop J. B. Purcell, D.D., to the FatbetSl
of the Society of Jesus, who have conducted it ever since nnder
the title first mentioned. It was incorporated by the General
Assembly of the State in 1842. In 1869 an act was passed wbidl
secures to the institution a perpetual charter and all the prili...
leges usually granted to universities.
The course of study elnbraces the Doctrine and Evidences
of the Catholic Religion, Logic, Metaphysics, Ethics, Astronomy"
Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Mathematics, Rhetoric, Compo..
sition, Elocution, History, Geography, Arithnletic, Penmans,hip",
.Book-keeping, Actual Business, Commercial Law, the Latin,
Greek, English, German and French languages. The Collegeis
provided with stlitable Philosophical Apparatus, and possesses a
valuable collection of Mineralogical and Geological· specimens.,
In the department of Chemistry extensive inlprovements bav~
m·ade, both in point of a large stock of apparatus,
e'X~CeJlletlt facilities for work. The new Laboratory is
every requisite appliance. Each of the forty desks is
drawers and lockers, separate drainage and water
and gas for both heating and illuminating purposes.
Laboratory is used by students in Qualitative Analysis
General Chemistry; a Laboratory Course in the latter beiJ:g
required in addition to the regular lecture and daily repetitioo.
The Library numbers about 16,000 volumes. There are
also select libraries for the use of the students.
7General Regulations.
The Acadernic Year cOt1sists of one session, beginntng on t1J,.~
first Monday of Septetnber and ending on or about June the 21 si'.
when the Annual C01l1lnencenlent, the Conferring of Degrees and
the Distribution ()f Pretnil1tns take place. .
The session is divided into two ternzs-the first ending on the
first of January and the second on or about June the 21St. A
thorough exatnination of all the classes is nlade at the close of the
second tertn. 1'here are four coxnpetitions during the course of
the year-th~ first in October, the second in D'ecember, the third
in February and the fourth toward the end of April.. The' first,
s.econd and third cOIllpetitiollS are followed by distribution of
preIniunls. 'fhe places or degrees of nlerit obtained by the
students in the different classes are publicly proclaimed, and
honors are awarded to s·uchas have been most distinguished for
good conduct, diligence and proficiency.
On cOInpletl0n of the Classical Course, the degree of A.B.
is conferred upon those who, on examination, are found deserving
of that distinction. Subsequently the degree of A.M. can be
obtained by devo,ting a second year to the study of Philosophy in
the institution, or two years to a learne,d profes$i(>a~ ·S,tudents
of the CornI:tlercialCourse rec,eive an h,oiu,orary certiicale.o,D
completion of the course.
l~very candidate for admiseioll Wh9. Dot pe,[$Oiual1y
acquainted with sonueulember of the Itaculty, must prod.uce
proper testiolonials of a. ,good ulora1 chara,cter. If be co,mes from
another College, he will be required to presentacertincateof
good standing in the' institutiot'l which he has, left
Quarterly reports are sent to the parents or gnardian$of tb,e
students, to info·rIIl theln of the conduct and iUlprovement of
their sons or wards.
Punctual attendance is earnes1tly reconl'mended. Parents are
regularly infortned of the non..attendance ·of their sons. I In case
of absence. a note assigning a sufficient reason mnst be brought
to the Prefect of Discipliue.
8 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
In order that the lessons may be prepared with proper
assiduity, parents are requested to insist on their sons studying
at home for t,vo or three hours every evening. When students
are to be withdra\vll from the institution, due notice should be
given to the President.
The College is open every 1110rning at half-past seven o'clock.
Those who coyne before the tin1e of class proceed at once to U,t
Study Hall, and devote the interval to private study. AU are
required to be present five ll1iuutes before half·past eight o'cloCk
at which hour the Catholic students hear Mass. At nine o'clock
the regular exercises of class commence, closing at threeo'c)oclt
For the maintenance of order and discipline, strict obedi~
assiduous application and, blameless conduct are required of eveq
student. Any serious fault regarding these essential poilts
renders the offender liable to effective correction,· and event()
dismissal, if it be deemed necessary by the Faculty.
None are received as boarders in the College.
Terms.
'tb'e institution is not endowed, it is entirely det)eD(l~l!
'it;!S::'#SlnD'tJ,ort onth1e f.ees paid for tuition.
Tuition, per session of ten n1onths, for all classes,
~:"",.,,,,:.-t,.""'''''.''' or Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, for
ti:!~;i11:)tle'a."O'oalratt1S. pay $10.00 per session.
Diplomas for Graduates in the Classical Course, $5.00'-
Certificates for the cOl11pletion of the Commercial COUf~~
A charge of $2.00 a quarter is made for' the use of
Payments n1ust be made quarterly or semi-annually m
advance. The account for tuition dates from the day oftbe
student's entrance. No deduction is allowed for absence, save
itl case of dismissal ot protracted illness. The session is divided
into quarters, beginning respectively about the 1St of September,
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I. THE CLASSICAL COURSE.






The object of this class is to form the mind to habits of
correct reasoning, and to impart sound principles of mental and
moral philosophy.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION-Wilmers' Hand Book. Lectures,
in Explanation.
LOGIC AND METAPHYSICS-Russo's Sumnla Philosophica.
'For reference: Hill, Stonyhurst Series, Poland, Coppens.
Et,fHICS-Jouin' s Elementa Philosophire Moralis. For refer..
The Classical Course is designed to impart a thorough 1ibe:r~
education. In the accomplishment of this purpose, the, AndeDt
Classics hold the first place as the most efficient instrument€);f
mental discipline. Besides Latin, Greek and English, the COt1~
embraces Religious Instruction, Mental and Moral Philosophy,
Astronomy and Mathel11atics, History, Literature, the Natural
'Sciences-in a word, all the tlsual branches of a complete ednea-
tion. It has been found, by long experience, that this is tie
only Course that fully develops all the facultie~, forms a correct
taste, teaches the student how to use all hi:s powers to the best
advantage, and' prepares him to excel in any pursuit, whether
professional or commercial.
The Course is divided into two departments-Collegiate and
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ence: Hill, Russo, Poland, Stonyhurst Series, Liberatore's
Political EcononlY.
MATHEMATICS-Differential and Integral Calculus.
ASTRONOMy-Young's Elements' of Astronomy.
SCIENcE-Special course, two hour:s a week.
LITERATURE-Special course two hours a week.
ELOCUTIoN-One hour a week.
CIRCLES AND SPECIMENS.
CLASS OF RHETORIC.
The object of this class is the study of Oratory and Historical
Composition.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
Wilulers' Hand Book. Lectures in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
Models-1st Terl11: Cicero-Pro Lege ManiIia or Pro Milone.
Horace-Select Odes and Epodes.
2nd Ternl: Cicero-One of the fol~owing orations:
In Catilinanl"ProMarcello,Pro Ligario.
Tacitus-Selections.
Horace-Select Epistles and Satires.
Practice-I.(atin, Themes; OriginalCotPpositiot1s; .Al,~~:L"''''''''''''''''A;.I>~
of Models; Off~hand translation of
English, and of Engl1sb into Latin. '
GREEK.
Models-l st Ternl: Demosthenes--Olyntbiaes or ·~·~,~~u,~·~c~s.
Select passages into L,atin. . ., \:
2nd Term: St. Chrysostom---Et1trQ~:~u$;~~d!ol1eof
the following plays : Sophocles........<E~iip1;l.$.Tyrannus
or Antigone; or £schylus-Proplo.tbeus Bound; or
a speech of Demosthenes or Chrysostom.
Practice-Themes: IOlitations; Anthology for reference.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Oratorical Composition; I:Iistory. For
reference: Quintilian, Kleutgel1, Blair.
Literature-Jenkins' Manual-Orators and Historians.
MATHEMATICS.
(st Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, from Equations
of First Degree to end.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Analytic Geoluetry.
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..
Models-The best specimes of Bri~ish and American Orators
and Historians.
Practice-Inlitations. Original Compositions - Oratorical
Poetical, Historical. Critical Essays on Models. t
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY-Constitution and Government of the United
States.




The object of this class is the cultivation, in a special manner
taste, sentiment and style, which is to be effected chiefly by
study of the best poets.'
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
'\'''''lIl .......,.~~c·, Hand Book. Lectures in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
Precepts~Yenni-Prosodyrepeated and finished.
Mot/els-Ist Term: Virgil's JEneid.
Cicero: Pro Archia.
Selections from Christian Poets.
2nd Term: Virgil's 18neid.
Horace's Ars Poetica.
Selections from Christian Poets.
Practice-Latin Versification, both terms; Themes; Imita-
tions; Original Exercises in prose; Off-hand trans-
lations.
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GREEK. ,
Precepts-Yenni-Prosody. Anthology for reference.
JVfodels-rst Term: Homer's Iliad.
2nd Terlll: Homer's Iliad; Lyric Poets.
Practice-Thenles.
ENGLISH.
})recepts-Coppens' !)ractical Introduction - Nature and
Varieties of Poetry, including Epic and Dramatic;
I~eauty; Sublitllity; Taste; Novels; Essays. Kleut...
gen, Broeckaert, etc., for reference.
Literature-Jenkins' Manual-Poets,. Novelists, Essayists.
Modlls-Specimens of Dramatic, Lyric, Elegiac and Didactic
Poetry.
Practice-ltnitations. Original exercises in Poetry and
I~ssay-writing. Critical Essays on Models.
MATHEMATICS.
1St TerIll : Wentworth's Plane Trigonometry.








The obj(~ct of this class is to train the students in the minor
species of COlllP()sitiotl; Narration, De.,cription, Di,alo,gue,. Letter-
writing. COlnparative Grammar is made a special feature.
Versification is begun.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRIN~.





Precepts-1st Tertu : Yenni-EtYlnology and Syntax repeated i
with all notes, etc. Anthology for referel~ce.
2nd Tern1: Yenni-Conlparative Gramn1ar.
Models-1st Ternl: P~lrephatus; Plutarch.
2nd Term: Xenopholl; Old and New Testanleut.
Pract£ce-rhemes on Syntax and Authors.
LATIN.
Precepts-1st Terrn: Yenni-Syntax repeated with aU notes
etc. Prosody begun. ~
2nd Term: Prosody continued.
Gramlnar.
Models-l st Ternl: Cresar.
2nd Term: Virgil-Eclogues.
Cicero-Extracts from Minor Works.
Selections from Christian Poets.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and in in1itation of Authors'
Verse-nlaking; Off-hand translation. J
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Precepts---Coppens' Practical Introduction-Style, Varieties
of Style, Minor Species of Prose Composition, viz.,
Narration .and Description, Dialogues, etc. English
Versification.
Models-Specimens of Minor Species of Composition in Prosie
and Verse.
P'f':lftctice~Imitations; Original Exercises in Minor Species
Composition.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Ternl: Wentworth's Geon1etry, three books.
2t1d Term,: Wentworth's Geometry, completed.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY-Ancient, Fredet.





Besides being a preparation for the Collegiate Course, this
departtllent aitns at inlparting suchan education as is't1'snally
given by the High Schools and Academies. It compris'es thre'e
classes.
FIRST ACADEMIC
The object of this class is to cornplete the study of Grammar
and to perfect the student in the simple forms of composition
begun in the preceding class.
CHRISTIAN DO'CTRINE.




Precepts- r5t 1"ernl: Venni's Syntax, from Moo,ds and Tenses
to the end, excluding more difficult notes.
2nd ~rernl: Synta.x of first term repeated with notes
entire and frequent drilL
Models-I5t '"rerm: Cicero-Extracts, Letters.
2tld TerIn: Cresar.
Practice-Original Themes on Syntax and Authors.
GREEK.
Prectpts-Ist Term: Venni-Matter o·f preceding year
rel)eated, adding exceptions; oontra:et nouns and
verbs,verbs in ,,"tetc., to S,yntljt"exclude4.
;2ndl'rernl :Yeoni- Repetiti0110,f more difficult part:s
of l£tynlology; Syntax without DotelS.
Models--A~8()p, Hierocles, Lt1cian ..
l)ra(tice--J~~lsyexercis·es in formation of verbs, etc.
I~NGCISFI.
!)recepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction - Elements of
Composition; Words, S,entences, Punctuation; Fig-
ures; rtpistolary Composition..




1St Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra to FractiObS
included.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, from Fractions
to Radical Expressions included.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Fredet's Modern.
GEOG:RAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher - Asia, Africa
Ocea~ia, with Physical Geography of 1St Part. '




(Begun at· the opening of the second term.)
Ply~cepts-Yenni's Grammar, as far as Regular Verbs
included, omitting exceptions, contracts, etc.
(,SATIN.
~fecepts-Istterna: Yenni-Repetition from lists
i and Supines; Syntax as far as Moods and
~itb9'~tllotesand exceptions.
2nd Term: Same portion of Syntax ret:)eal:eo,
notes and exceptions.
Models-1st Term: Historia Sacra.
2nd Term: Venni-Fables and Dialogues.
Practice-1st Term: Easy Themes. Constant drill on Ellglish
and Latin forUl of Verbs.
2nd Ternl: Arnold.
SECOND ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to acquire skill in parsing, readi"
ness in the analysis and construction of sentences, and facUity
of expression, by means of translation and the simpler formso,if
Composition.' Gr~ek is begun in the second ternl.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
D!eharbe's Large Catechism, Part II.
Practical Instructions.
Practiftl_-,"~C()nstat1 t d ri 11 onNOt1llS, Adjectives, and Re'gular
Verbs. Easy theIIles.
ENGLISJI.
I)rectpls,,--(~o()ld I~rown-Syntax atld Analysis of Selltel1ces.
Models",,-Selections pointed out or dictated by the PrdfessoT,
analyzed and memorized.
!)ractice-l·:x,ercises on ()bjects J with s,pec~al attention to
~lrrangenleDt of words and aUlplification ofse'n..
tences. COIIlpositions. Daily exercises in
Reading and Spelling fro,m the text-books used in
class.
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AaITHMBTIC.
1St 'rertn : New Practi,cal-.Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd 1"ernl: Ratio to tbe end.
BRANCHES..
HrS'fORv-FredettsModern-From begintling toCrtlsades.
CjR()(~RAPflv-Appleton,'s Standard H1gber - S,outh atld
Central Anlerica and Europe.
EI.,OCt11·IoN-()ne hou.r a week ..
PBNMANSliIIJ-Daily Practice.
THIRD ACADBlUC. .
In this class the study of Latini. begun.. The object of
this class is, by constant and thorough drUJ,. to .fami!&ri~,t~e
studeIlt with 'the of am,mar, Latin 'jlsti,
and to begintbeirapplicatioD ift .hort and easy themes and
cOlnpositions.
I)eharl>e's Catechism, Part I.
Practical InstructioDs.
LATIN.
Precepts-1st Term :y,eoIli-To Hstaf Perfects aDdStlpines,
oxuitting the exceptions"
ARITHMETIC.
1St Tertn: Ray's New Practical-Comnlon and Decimal
Fractions repeated; Metric System; Four cases of Percen~e.
2nd Ternl: Percentage, with applications, to Discount.
n.Tt-m .COMMERCIAL COURSE.
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2nd Term: Same nlatter repeated, including pd.",
cipal exceptions; and as far as Syntax. Easier'
rules of Syntax.
lJlodels-2nd Term: Historia Sacra.
Practice-Easy thenles. Constant drill on English and Latia
forms of Verbs.
. ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-United States History, Sadlier.
G~OGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-From
to Central Anlerica.
ELOCUTIoN-One hour a week.
;P:EtNMANSHIP-D~ilypractice.
This course offers to those who do 110t wish to avail
selves of a regular .classical training, the means of acquiring a
good English or Commercial education. It embraces Book·"
keeping, an ample course of Arithmetic, with the elem~ntsof
Algebra; and to a complete Grammar course, it adds the stud,
of Style, the princ'iples an~ practice of the minor species of Com..
position, especially Letter-writing, and a course of Religious
.Instruction. ~t is completed in four years, and prepares students
for conl1nercial pursuits.
ENGLISH.
Precepts--":"Goold Brown-Etymology. Analysis of sentence$,
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practice.-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easy cqmpositiollS.
Reading~Excelsior Fifth Reader. Daily practice.









Precepts-Coppens' 111troduction-Figures,Varieties of Style,
Letter-writing, Narration and Description, Novels,
etc.
Models-SpeciIuens of minor CGmposition in Prose and
Verse. .
Practice-ExerciRes in minor species of Composition, espe-
cially Letter-writing, with particular attention to
Business Letters.
ARITHMETIC AND ALG~BRA.
1St Term: Practical Arithmetic applied to Business trat1'saa-
tions; Wentwortll's Eletnents of Algebra, to Fractions included'.
2nd Term: Practical Arithnletic; Wentworth's Elements,
frorn Fractions to Radical Expressions inc!uded.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.










Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part III.
Practical I Ilstructions.
ENGLISH.





Di€harbe's Large Catechism, Part II.
Pfaetleal In~trt1ctions.
ENGLISH.
Pretepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentences
Mo'h~$~~electlo»s pointed out or dictated by the
analyzed and nlenl0rized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attentiQ)~i
arrangement of words and anlplificationofsent~1
~asy 'compositions. Daily Exercises in Readm
and Spelling from the text-books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1St Terln: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd 1'erl11: 'Ratio to end. Copious exercises from other
authors.
Models-Selections illustrative of precepts.
Practice-Imitations. Original Exercises, including easier
forms of Letter-writing, with special attention to
sentence-building, punctuation, etc.
ARITHMETIC.
1St Terul: Ray's New Practical-Repeated from FractioDS.
Special attention to Business transactions.
2nd Term : Work of the 1st Term continued.
exercises fronl other authors.
ACCESSORV BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Fredet's Modern-Fronl beginning to Cr\:lsades.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa










HISTORy-United States History, Sadli~r.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's Standard
Celltral All1erica, Europe. United ts:Ull~)tE~V1E~WiE~(I
in studying History.
BOOK· KEEPING.




Dellarbe~s Large Catechism, Part 1.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH..
Precepts--Goold Brown-Etymology and ·ADalysisof Sen..
tences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated P\Y the P!rofeSSOir.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with atteQtiontoOGlfreet use
of words, etc. Easy corupositiol11s.
Reading--Excelsior Fifth Reader, an,d in
class. Daily Practice.
Spelling-Reed's Word Lessons, and otner'b()o,
class.
ARITHMETI'C.
1st Terul: Ray's New
Fractions; Metric System; Four
included.
2nd Term: Percentage,
aus exercises frolll other authors.
ACCESSORY BRAN,CHl$S..
HISTORY-Gilmour's Bible History..
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's ~tandara. Higbiet~FrQm begin-
ning to Central America.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily Practice..
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PREPARATORY CLASS.
The object of this class is to introduce younger pupils to the
study of the first principles of gramnlar, cl1iefly by class drill; to
forill them to habits of attention and application, and thus Pft-
pare them for one of the regular Courses of Instruction.
Requiren1ents for entering this class are: 1st. The applicant
ll1ust know how to read, write and spell creditably. 2nd. He
should know Arithnletic as far as Long Division included.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Sl11all Cathechisnl, daily.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Elementary Lessons in English..
Models-From Reader and other sources.
Practice--Object Lessons. Easy COll1positions. Daily Exer-
cises from Whitney and Knox's Elenlentary Les-
sons, Part I.
Spell£ng-Reed's Word Lessons. Exercises also from
Reader, History, and other text- books.
Reading-Excelsior Fourth Reader.
ARITHMETIC.
NewPractical. Long Division to Comnloll and D1eci..









VOCAL CULTURIt AND GSSt'URE-DRILL-The whole field of
Elocution, reviewing and perfecting the work of preceding ye.ars.
Rendition chiefly of Oratorical and Dramatic Selections.
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SECOND CLASS.
(Humanities and First Conlmercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of Work of preceding years;
Power, Stress, Melody, Pitch, Tone, Slides and Waves.
GESTURJj~-DRILL-Moredifficult positions;·Conlplexgesttlres;
Calisthenic exercises; Concert drilL . ,
Rendition of Metrical Compositions; Expression of· the
passions.
THIRD CLASS.
(First Academic and Second Commercial.)
VOCAL CUL'l'URlt-Repetition of work of .preceding years;
Inflection of Words and Sentences; Pauses and Cadences;
Qualities of Voice.
GESTURE-DRILI.,-Combinations of Si1l1ple gestures and
movell1ents; Calisthenic Exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of less elementary pieces.
FOURTH CLASS.
(Second Academic and Third Con1mercial.)
VOCAl, CULTURE-Repetition of matter of preceding year;
Breathing exercises; Articulation; .Pronunciation; Concert-drill.
GESTURE-DRILL~Position and Movement ; Va.rieties of
situpIe gestures ; Calisthenic exercises ;Concert..drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FIFTH CLASS.
(Third Acadenlic and Fourth Cot.t1f11el"'ciaLJ
VOCAI.~ CULTuRE-Breathing exercises; Articulation,; Pro,-
nunciation of Vowels and Consonants; COllcert~drilL
GltSTURE~·DRILI~-PositiollS in Reading and Declamatiol1;
Siluple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FRENCH, GERMAN AND SPANISH.
The study of French, German or Spallish is optional in either




At the earnest and repeated request of many forme~' stu-
dents, a Post-Graduate Course of Philosophy and Literature was
begun in this College, in November, 1896.
The priu1ary object of the course is to enable our ()~
graduates to continue their philosophical and literary studies.
Attendance is not restricted to those who have received the
Bachelor's degree or who .are candidates for higher honors :aDy
gentleman will be adulitted who can give satisfactory proofs Q,f
ability to follow the lectures with interest and profit.
The full course will be completed in three years; btlttile
Fa.culty hopes to make such arrangements that, anyone who
wishes to pursue a particular study for a longer time, may ijn~
ample opportunities.
The usual degrees will be conferred, but only on the strlctes,t
conditions. Regular attendance, a written or oral examination,
,and an original thesis will be required in every case. No hon·
lora.t~;<.iegrees in Philosophy or Science will be given. However,
',cat~wil~ b~glanted, .at the end of the three years" t<)
"~tl"Who h~vebeen regular in attendance and whQ have
ted ~~~e~,i$;"bnt have not made the full prelimin~.ry
course.
at the lectures in at least one of
courses is expected even from those who are
de,~f~el~.
···'E~V@:t1.ttlQ"S are set apart for "scholastic circles" ; and,
there are lectures on special topics, to which.me...
invite a limited number of friends.
one will be admitted to any of the regular lecturesi
.···uT1It'/;·U"i\111" a ticket signed by the Treasurer. '
The regular lectures are given on Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 7 p.m., in the new hall which has been especially
fitted up for the purpose.
TB:R.MS :--Season tickets for the entire course, $ro.oo;
D'lplomas", $S.CJJO; Certificates, $5.00. For further informatiou




The object of the Association is to p'romote social intercourse
and mutual assistance among its members, by meetings, annua3
banquets, and the fornlation of societies for various purposes
under the Association; and ,to further the welfare QfSt.Xaviet
College.
The following are eligible to active nlembetstJ.ipf,{a)Regu-
tar Graduates of the Classical Course, and those who 1:lavere-
ceived certificates of the Post-Graduate Course,;. (b) Adpptiv'e
Alunlni; (c) Ex-Students of the Collegiate Department whQs«e
classes have graduated; Cd) Tpose who ha.verec'eive~tli,e c~:r~
tificate of the Conlnlercial Course and are t"\veuty-oneye:ars?'f ~gie.
~he honorary nlenlbers shall consist of those on.·whOl1'l the
}\'ssociation nlay see fit to confer the titlt~.
OFFICERS FOR J902.
REV. JOHN N. POLAND, S.]., Moderator"
JOHN J. CARBE:R.V, Presid.ent:
WILLIAM B. LITt.f~:J$FOB.D, Active Vic~e..J;~t¢~~t,I~~~t,·C.
ADAM B. WILSON., ,'40'S,
LEWIS A. SEASONGOOD, '50 'S,
FRANCIS H. CLOUD, '60'S,
JOSEPH B. VERKAMP, '70'S,
DENIS F. CASH, '80'S,
r'::"RANCIS M. TRACY, '90'S,
EDWARD O. MULLANE, Secretary.
JOHN A. SHEA, Financial Secretary.
BItRNARD C. Fox, Treasurer.
DR. r HOMER HUSHART, Historian ..
ltXltCUTIV::Et COMMITTEE.
REV. JOHN N. POLAND, S.}., Chairm,a.n, e.%'~officiQ.
ANTHONY B. DUNLAP, THOMAS J.MutvtEtILL"
WILLIAM C. WaLKING, PAUL H. VERXA~)?,
P. LINCOLN MITCHELL, JOHN A. SaIiA,ex-.ojjicio.
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LIST OF MEMBERS.
*Albrinck, Very Rev. ]. C.
Achter, William B.
Armstrong, Francis A.
Atherton, Dr. Andrew L.
Auer, Rev. Otto A.
Babbitt, Edward J.







Bealer, Rev. George C.
Becker, P .. Elmer
Berens, Eugene L.
Berning, Joseph



















*Calnler, Rev. Henry M., S.J.
Carbery, John J.
Cash, Denis I"".



































Fette, Dr. George T.
Fischer, Alphonse L.
Fitzgerald, Charles J.
Flynn, Cornelius F. X.
Flynn, Thomas A.
Flynn, William P.










Gau, Dr. Henry F.
Geis, Frank V. .
Geoghegan, Willianl A.
Gibson, John E. '
Gilligan, Andrew E.





Grafe, I>r. Ferdinand T.
(}ray, \Vi llitul1F'.






Hart, I>r. ''1'''horn88 P.
Iiartke, l·"rnncis










11oppe, [)r. r,rertnan }{.
llurh.~)'1 Edwarcll".





























McClo·skey, Rev. James P.
McKenzie, Stephen M.
McMahon, John A.




Moeller,. Rev. B,ernard F.
Mootgomery, William
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Ratterman, Dr. Francis L.
Rechtin, Harry

































Sund, Rev. Joseph F.
Taylor, J. Willard















Van Lahr, Leo J.
vVehage, Oscar










Winner, Rev., Henry J.
Wittkamp, Dr. Theodore M.
Wolking, Aloysius H.
Wolking, \JVilliatn C.
,H. Wuellner, Bernard J.
~H'J~,Jo""V~J..1, Jobn E. Zimmer, Charles'
wish to apply for metnbership will please conI-
.~t'l;lcat:e 'with the Secretary,
EDWARD O. MU~LAN~,
St. Xavier College.
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FOURTEENTH ANNUAL BANQUET OF THI;
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
Burnet House, Wednesday. April 9. J902.
Grace Most Rev. William Henry EldeT,. D.D.
Address of Welcorne Mr. John]. Carbery
SONG.
AlIna Mater's Boys , . Rev. John N. Poland, S.].
SONG.
Our Boys in Arizona Mr: Thomas A. Flynn
SONG.
College Dreatns Mr. Simon A. Baldus
SONG.
College Athletics Mr. P. Lincoltl Mitchell.
PARTING S·ONG.
SONGS BY AI<fUMNI DOUBr~Et QUAB:TEnE.
Martin G. Dllmler, Elmer Beeker,
Anthony B. Dunlap, John A. Sbea,
John]. I./arkin, J. Wykoff Piatt,
J. Willard Taylor, Albert Wesselman.
Director, Anprew J. Bo:ex.
S·ODALITY OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.
Orga.nized December 8, ~ 84~.
This Sodality has for its object the pro1notiol1ofnliallove
toward the Mother of God and the pra.ctice of 'firfa~_piety
among its ll1enlbers. The Director is appointed by ·P"aculty,
the other officers are elected by the membiers.
SENIOR PIVlS10N.
H..av. MICHA~L RIca.:a, S.]., DireatoG:".
}tlrst Tenn.
Peter A. O'Brien , Prefect ,..... ,Peter A.O'Brien
T. Lincoln BouBcaren .. , First Assistant Oliver C.Thomann
Herbert B. Voss , .Second Assistant '" .......•Cyril G. Viel
Oliver C. Thornann , .. Secretary : J. ])o,minic Cloud
Jatnes J. Donnellon Treasurer Joseph M. Niehaus
Charles H. Schroder. , First S,acristan , ' .. Prancis A.Gauch~
Otto J. Moorman. . Second Sacristan. . . .. . Rdbert M. ChtlCk
Hugo Schlochternleyer First Librariall /1'. LinG!oln Bouscaren
Francis L. Scott Second Librarian HerbertB. Voss




Cyril Ct. Viel.. . ....
John E. Hoban .. ,
Williatn L. ReetlHll.
Tholnas J. (}lenn..
Philip J-I. [)orger ., .,. C01\jo;ultot's





Ancel C. Minor .....




, .John H. Kilduff
... John A. :Hoban
Goswin B. Menge
. JtUlles W. Farrell
:rbe()dore If. Wenning
.. , .Thornas P. Flannery
. JosephD. O'Meara













... (;eorge J. Cooney
. Joseph A. Verkamp
.Jobn J. Enright
J"\. .I"'\I':I!l<lLIII"I M. Gerhardstein
.\Valter J. Connolly
. Charles It Kiely
itrancis J. Macke


























Francis A. Nurre. . .. .,
Henry C. Wi11iauls ..
E.MUton Crowe .
AlbertP. Crone. . . .. .. .
George j. Cooney. . .,
Geniab W.. covalt · .. 5
!toward L. Aull · · ·t





W..lter J. COtlDolly .
Cba.r1ea E.Kiely ,.
Bernard C. Weinkall'1 · 1
Herbert J.. Dorger ...,
':I4ward J. Brearton: ,I
Jame. W .. Slevitl ..
AloysiusH. B<>ckhofat. \
Albert H .. I)oetker. '
John }.Enright ,.'I'
Aloysius M. Gerhardstein
George C. Kelly.. .. .... \.
Francis H. Borgtnann , " ..
Edward P. King ....
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ACOLYTHICAL SOCIETY.
The principal object of this Society is to add beauty and
solemnity to divine worship by an accurate observance of. the
liturgic rites and ceremonies, as also to afford Catholic studEnts,
distinguished for excellent deportnlent, the honor of servitlg.in
the sa~lctuary.
REV. E~DWARD P. SULl.IVAN, S.J., President.
Mark I.f' Mitchell. '. . "..... , .. ' ,Vice-Presi6ent
Peter A. O'Brien ,.......... Recording Secretary
T. Li ncol n BOtlscaren .. ' .'. . . . .. , Corresponding Secretary
Hugo Schlochtermeyer " .. , , Treasurer
Francis A. Gauche ....~
Austin G. Schmidt J . ,..... . Censors
'Herbert B. VOShS } .••............ " ....•..••.•.•..•... Consultors
Louis M. Berg eger
THE PHILOPEDIAN SOCIETY
Was organized under the present name in 1841. Its object is to
foster a taste for eloquence, history and general I1terature. The
menlbers assemble in their hall every w,e'ek for debates or for
the discussion of carefully prepared essays on disputed points of
history.
JOHN P. McNICHOLS, S.]., President.
PZyst Term. Second Term.
lame's J.Donnellon Vice-President ~T. Lin'col1alIJousca,ren
Austin G. Schmidt Recording Secretary. '0' .0 .J. DOlUil1ic ClQud
Laroy Driscoll. . . . . . . . .. Correspol1ding Secretary o' ••• Al1ce1C. M.f:nor
Charles 11. Schroder ! ! Charles P. WynneComnlittee onOliver C. ThOUIQfHl ..... Debates . . Thomas J. G~elln
J. Dorninic Cloud . . . . . . . . ., , JamesW. Parrell
:~~~::;\~.' ~:~~k .. ::::.f ..... Censors · .. l:::: 'c~~i~;Ys~~~;~~
PROGRAMME-SBSSION t 90 1-'02.
At the preliminary meeting of the Philopedian Society held
Septeluber 27, rgal, it was determined to entrust to the Conl-
nlittee on Debates the arrangement, for the Session of 1901-1902,
of a series of debates on European History: and Politics. It was
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determined that the debate of each evening should be pre'ceded
by essays introductory to the subject of discussion. The COD1..
mittee submitted the following list of subjects. The discussion
of these subjects, the rendition of the appointed essays, andthe
literary and dramatic exercises recorded in the College annOUDce-
ments constituted the work of the Philopedian Society for the
Session of 1901-1902.
October 5. "The NorulRn Conquest of England."
October I I and 18. "Henry II. and Ireland."
October 25. I' The Great Charter of England."
November 2. "The Scotch and French Wars of the Early Edwards. I,
Novenlber 8. "England's Clainls to the Scottish Crown."
November 15. "The Wars of the Roses."
November 29. "The Civil War."
Decenlber 6. " The Co~monwealthand Protectorate."
December 13. "William and Mary."
December 20. "The Union of England and Scotland!'
January 10. " The Union of England and Ireland. "
January 17. ' "English Rule in India."
January 24. " Home Rule in the English Colonies."
January 3l. " The Refornl Bill of 1832."
Febmary 7. " Briton and Boer."
February 14. " Early France."
February 21. "The Protestant Struggle in France."
February 28. H The Golden Age of Louis XIV,"
March 7. " The French Revoltltion."
14. "The Consulate and Empire."
2 I. " Democracy in France. ' ,
"The Wars of the Austrian Succession."
"1)emocracy and Union in GerlnanY."
"The Franco-Prussian War."
" Italian Unity."
" Tl1e)$~ttleP1ent of Eastern Europe."
"The Partition of China."
THE JUNIOR LITERARY SOCIETY.
The object of this society is to pronlote the study of literatqre
al1d to facilitate the practice of composition and sp'eaki1l1g'.
Debates, essays, readings or declamations, forn1 therfigtt~ar'
progranltne of the weekly rneetings. The members are thus
prepared for en t ranee in to the Philopedian Society.
Jos~!:pg B.KAMMIta.:RR." S.J., President.
Walter S. Schtnidt. .. . , Vice-President
Joseph D. ()' Meara . . $iecretary
Albert W. Leibold. · , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Treasurer
Aloysius J. Aull . . . . .. . , Censor
Tl~O~las P. Flannery 1 , i; . i"
:;~~m:'~;~:ChanS ... .. ........ .. .. ,.... ' CommIttee DIeQaites
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THE GERMAN LITERARY SiOCJETY
Was organized October 5, 1868. Its object is,. by
debates, essays and declamations, to afford its me;Ulbre:ts
portuuity of acqtliring ease anc.1fluency in the german l$ttn~aste.
First Ttr,n.
" Martin 1.~.I£nneldng ..... .Vice"President ..... ,. ' ...
"Joeephii. Rt~Vt~rnUU1 .R.ecordiugSeeretary. . . . .. . '"I!""~f!l!l"IW''''''',''
H.ug'o Corresponding Secretary .
Jo,se'ph 11. I)htrich ....Treasurer,. . . .. Joseph leh
T h.'e'Odo.re.. 1.1 w.. e.t1 "illg, } Committee 011 {'....•.•. " ,.J.oh.nM.. Wilke....St(~ink{unp. Debates' , Hugo S,chlo,chtenneyer
:,E'Ienry P. WelternUUln. . .. " Aloysius Bockborst
Otto J'. M..,.. O()rtnan .. 1 .Censors ..... { · . · · , ·G'~ .. 01t°
s
'Mhoormkan
,I:l'rancis Gerst. ... ., S . . . . .. eorge ·c· oma .er
Joseph P. Minning Libra.rian Aloert B. Grueter.
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THE STUDENTS' LIBRARY.
The Students' Library, established in 1848, is an indispens.-
able aid to t he Faculty, in carrying out their programme of
collegiate training and instruction. The necessity of wide aid
sympathetic reading in the best authors is obvious, if culture is,
to be broad and attainment varied. III particular, the teaching
of literature is not by precepts alone, but, in large measure, by
that luanner of practical instruction, which consists in bringing
the student's mind into intelligent contact with the best examples
'of literary thought and form.
The 'Library is free to all students of the College whose
standing in their respective classes gives satisfaction. It is well
stocked.with select works in their various departme~tsof English
literature and is pr,?vided with an elaborate card catalogue, based
on the decimal system of classification.
In connection with the Students' Library, though with a
distinct organization, is the Students' Reading Room, the object
of which is, to offer those resorting to it, special opportunities
for reading and' study. A nUUlerous collection of works of
reference, and a stock of journals, nlagazines, etc., representa~ive
"6f the bestperiodicalliterature'of the day, are daily at theservi~e
tnenlbers.
IHENRY P. MILET, S.]., Librarian.
Schroder. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer
~;::;: ; : ::: :: I
Jl
ASSiSt~:~rarians (:::: :j!:;~~~~o=
Walsh .'. ' I , Godfrey
P. Pblinbery , L Francis
"THE ST.' XAVIER COLLEGE ORCHESTRA.
JOSEPH B. KAMMERER, S.]., President.
Edward P. Wetternlann Vice-President
William]. Enneking , . . . .. , Secretary
Elmer J. Heilemann ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Treasurer
TGhomaslv. SBr
1
ennan .. '} ' Librarians
eorge I. Clone ....
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SENIOR GLEE ·CLUB.
Hugo Schlochtermeyer ~ Vice-Pre'sident
Robert M. Chuck Secretary ,
Francis Gauche " . rreas~rer
Oliver C. Thomann }
Charles H. Schroder. . . , Librariaes
JUNIOR GLEE CLUB.
Joseph A. Murray " , ., , , Vice-President
Herman J. Grote. , , , , Secretary
Francis A. Nurre .. , ' , Treasurer
Edward P. King 1 .
Edward A. Aull f , '. .. . Librarians
John H. Lamott .
CAMERA CLUB.
The members of this Association are encouraged to spertd
their leisure hours with pleasure and profit by devoting them to
the study of the theory and practice of photography. T~~y
receive instructions in both branches of the subject, and enjby
the use of a well-equipped studio. Weekly outings in fair weather
provide facilities for practice in th,e field.
]AMES 1. SHANNON, S.]., President.
'\~
Austin G. Sch:nidt , , ,Vice-I1'1esident
George T. Geringer , ,. ,', .. '., , .S·'eret~y
John A. Richmond, , . , , . , , . , ., .. , ' , , .. , .. ;.... .. . '
J. Leo Cassidy.. . . . . . .. . .
THE ST. XAVIER ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
The object of this Association is to encourag.e and direct out-
door games. Every student is eligible to membership, who attains
a requisite standard of proficiency in his studies.
During the month of February, of the current year, the
Senior Students, in an enthusiastic meeting, called for the pur-
pose, decided upon .placing the Athletic Association upon a
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firmer basis. To this end a new Constitution was drawn up and
accepted, by which the College Athletics are in future to be
~entrusted to the direct management of the student body, under
the supervision of the Faculty Director.
It was also then decided to unite the Athletic Association
and the Gymnasium into one organization, thereby affording all
necessary facilities for the systenlatic physicial training and
development of both Senior and Junior Students.
OF'FICERS.
President John S. Ragar, S~J.
Vice-President , T. Lincoln Bouscaren
Recording Secretary ' .. , . . .. . Artce\ C. Minor
Corre5;ponding Secretary Austin G. Scbmidt
Treasurer 0 ••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••• '••• MarkL. Mitchell
Censor .. 0 • 0 • • • • • • • • •• • •••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •••••••• William J. Sweeney
Gymnasium Director. . .. . .. Vincent A. Fusz, SoJ.
Assistant Directors { Robert M. M,cMeCh.an





~olemn fflauu of 3Requt
for tbe
~ecea~etl ~tofe~£ior~ aub ~tutJent~
in tbe
'ltollege €{lapel,
flontmbet 16, 1901, at 8:30 o'tlodt.
Ql:,elebtant, Ben. <!eugene ~. IDauts.
IDeaton, Beu. IDentu jtl.JPatptn.
~ublJeaton, ~t. 3fobn lP. j!fttJatcbols, ~.1.
~emottal ~etmon IJp Ben. ~eot'le ~. ~tbmtlJt.
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GREETINGS
FROM THE STUDENTS OF ST. XAVIER COLLEGE,
TO THEIR R.EVERE~DFATHE~ RECTOR,
ALBERT A. DI£RCKESt S.J.
FEAST OF ST. ALBERT, NOVEMBER 21, I go1. '
'PRO(;RAMME.
'VV'altz, "Angelia" ~ .. :, , College Orchestra
Address-Seniors 0 ••••••••• , ••••••••• , ••••••• T. Lincoln Bouscaren
Instrulllental Trio, "Angels' Serenade'" 00 •••••••••••••• , ••• 0 •••••
"Ave, Pater, et Salve! "-Jul1iors ,Oliver C. Tho1natlJ].
Vocal Duet, "Speranza" 0 •••••••••• 0 •••••
{
Theodore H. Wenning
Tributes from the Muses-Sophomores. . o ••••• C. Louis. Coffi:p.
. . .James W. Farrell
Instrumental Duet,; '.' Felicitations" , ~ ..': ; :., ' '. .. .
Gratulationsbesprechung-Freshmen .. 0 •••••••••• 0 •• Joseph H."RevernHl!n
Love's Old Sweet Song 0 , , •• 0 •• 0 • • •• •• • ••• 0 ••••• Senior Quartette
A Word from the Academics , 0 ••••• Edward P. King
" Algonia Marc};1 " 0 •• ~,' I' '" I '" •••• , • ',' ••• College Orchest~
Philopedian Society.
TItNNYSON NIGHT, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER IS, IgOr.
PROGRAMME.
O~ratiUtfe--M:arlch ; ; 0 •••••••••••• 0· ••' •• College Orchestra
••• 0' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Herbert B. Voss
"W~willwalk this world,
Yoked in all exercise of noble end."
Enoch 'Arden" ; Francis A. Gauche
: ••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• Charles O. Browne
"Music that gentle.r on the s,:jirit ties,
Than tired eyelids upon tired eyes."
Song--" Sweet and Low" Senior Quartette
Essay: 0 •••••••••• , ••••••••• J. Dominic Cloud
"Acctpt this old imperfect tale',
New,-old, and shadowing Sense at war with Soul."
Declanlation-" The Defence of Lucknow" .. , James W. Farrell
Essay: ' Oliver C. Thomann
B A philosopher's life in the quiet woodland ways,
. . . Fed on the roses . . . of life."
Piano Solo , 0 0 •••••••••• 0 ••• Robert M. Chuc~
Es~ay:, , '" Francis J.. WalSh.
"Though he trip and fall,
He shall not blind his soul with clay."
Dec1amation-" Rizpah t, 0 ••••• 0 •••• " ••••• James J. Donnellon
Essay: 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••• Charles H. Schroder
"Some will pass and some will pause,
What is true at last will tell."
Finale 0 •••• 0 ••••••••••• 0 •• College O~chestra
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" For the House of St. Quentin/'
PRESENTED BV THE MECMBICRS OF THE PalItOPEDIAN SOCIEI'fY,
MEMORIAIt HALIt, FRIDAY, ApRIr~ 4, 1902.
C~ST.
Duke of St. Quentin, a Royalist. . . . . . . .. . .... ,....... Charles F. Wynn e
Etienne, the Comte de Mar, his Son ... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .Ancel C. Mino!
Gervais de Graumont, Cousin to d,e Mar Laroy A.DrisCQll
Felix Broux, a Messenger from Picardie , Arthur C. Merk,
Vigo, Equerry to St. Quentin,' , Hugo F. Schlochtermeyer
Constant, Steward to St. Quentin '., James W~ .. Farr~l1
Michel, } '1'.. ;J .. Leo~a$$idt.\
Louis, , .Lackeys to St. Quentin. .. " Peter A.i9'~ri~1'1;.,
Eugene, Francis A. .'G.aup~~ ,
~~~~~~d. } .•..•M~n at Arms of St. Qu~ntin. '" 1: :iio:~~a;'~er::~
Ponton, Servant to Gervais ','.' ;., .....• Wil1ia:tn.~wt;en~y
Duke of Mayenne, Head of the League Joseph M.:Niehaus·
Paul de Loraine, his Nephew, known in the Palace of
St. Quentin as " Lucas" . . . . . .. . John A. Richmond
Peyrot, Paul de Loraine's Tool. , , " Austin G.'Schmidt
Paul de Courcy , , HerbertB. Voss'
Leon de Blois , . . . . .. . George T. Gerhlger
Louis de Beaumont , Thomas J. Glenn
Pierre, } { .. Charles ~. Coffin
......... Lackays to Mayenne .. ,...... . ....
Jacques, .. Philip a... Dorger
Latour, ~ . .Sentries at the Palace of May.enne. .. j Oliver C. Thomann
Denis, r .~ ..Robert lVI. Chuck
Dupre, Captain of Dragoons, ~James J. Donnell()l1
.Maitre Menard, Keeper of "The Three Lanterns" Goswin B. Menge
Jean Feval, Keeper of Lodging House. . . . . .. . Jat,nes J. Donnellon
Courtiers, Lackays, Soldiers. '
SYNOPSIS.
ACT I~Ante-Roomin St. Quentin's Palace~
ACT II-Scene I: Upper room in an abanrloned House. Scene ,2: Peyrot's
Lodgings.
ACT III-Scene I : Apartments in Mayenne's Palace. Scene 2 : Inn, "The,
Three Lanterns."
ACT IV-Scene I : Garden of Mayenne. Scene 2 : Apartments in Mayenne's
Palace.
MUSIC
BY SELECT ORCHESTRA UNDER 'tHE DIREC'rION OF PROF. A. J. BOEX.
March, ." Maid Marian" ' De Koven
Operatic, "The Serenade " , , Herbert
Waltz, "Adoration" Rosey
Medley, "Top Liners" Chattaway
Caprice from" The Strollers" , . ' Englander
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~euffdle jcabemie.
~iterarifd{e:= Dramatifd{e Unterqaltung,
mittroocq Uben~, ~ell 5. Jebruar ~902.
progranllH.
<Erfter G:qeH.
,,~ngoniCt W1arlc~" (~a3el) 6tubenten Ord)cfter
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Annual Contest in Elocution.
MEMORIAL HAltL, MAY 7, 1902•
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"The Billboard March, (Klohr) College Orchestra
Fourth Section.
"Dandie" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Geniah Covalt
"A St. George of To-Day" , George J. eooney
"Asleep at the Switch" , " Walter J. Connolly
"Fairyland Waltz" ' Chorus
Third Section.
"The Wounded Soldier" . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .George C. Kelly
"Marco Bozzaris" , , Charles F. Kiely
"The Green Mountain Justice" , , , John F. Gannon
"Scott and the Veteran" Lawr~nce J. Frohnliller
"Poor Little Joe" ,' . . . . . . .. . Francis A. Nurre
Piano Solo , Joseph A. Murray
Second Section.
"The Life Boat" '. . .. . . Robert M. McMechan
"The ehurch Scene," (Longfellow),...................... Francis .Siegel
':The Song of the Market Place" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Alvino J. Zanone
"The Tale @f a Bumble-Bee".. . . . .. . Chorus
First Section.
"Eugene Aranl's Dream" , ' PJ;1ilip B. Dorger
"Demetrius" , , , .. . Arthur C. Merk
"Parrhasius and the Captive". .. ..• . ., Francis A. Gauche
, 'The Raven" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . James W. Farrell
"The Black Horse and His Rider" . . . .. Oliver C. Thomann
"Parrhasius and the Captive" Edward J. Tracy
"The Invincible Eagle" , College Orchestra
JUDGES:
PROF. VIRGIL A. PINKLEV. SIMON A. BALDUS.
WIltltIAM C. WOLKING. JOHN P. MURPHY.
REV. THOMAS J. CONNERS, S.J.
42 st'. XA,VIER COLLEGE.
Contest in Elocution and Oratory.




"Salome," (Loraine) ' 0 ••• College Orchestra
"The Young Actor" 0 ••••••••••••• Aloysius J. Schramm'
"The Bear Story" 0 ••••••••••• , •••••• Robert P. Walsh
"Papa's Letter" ' 0 •••••••• ,Alphonse B. Nurre.
"How Tom Sawyer Whitewashed the Fence"' ,Vincent L. Gallagher
.Duet · . . . .. . , 1 ~~:~~~: t ~~c;;: ·
ORATORY.
Subject: "ANARCHY."
"Anarchy and Religion". . . . . . . . . '. 0 ••••• " ••• oj. Dominic Cloud
"A Plea fot its Suppression" Charles H. Schroder
"'AJust Government, its Modifier" .. " .. Charles F. Wynne'
Violil1 Solo 0 •••••• ·,Edward P. Wetterman
"American Anarchy" ~ 0 ••••••••••• 0 •••• Austin G. Schmidt
"Universal Benevolence,a Remedy" 0' ••••••••••••••• ,James J. Donnellon
"Another Remedy" Francis A. Gauche
"Clorinda," (Haines) 0 •••• College Orchestra"
JUDGES:
JUDGE EDWARD J. DEMPSEY. HON. JOHN B. PEASLEE.
GENERAL LEWIS A. SEASONGOQD. HON. EDWARD J. BABBI"tt'.
DR. THOMAS P. HARt'.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE~
Annual Prize Debate for the Alumni Medal.
MEMORIAL HALL, WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1902.
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PROGRAMME.
"The Cavalier March" (Hall) , College·Orchestra
Introductory Renlarks The Chairnl:au , OliverC. Thomann
DEBATE.
"Resolved, 'That Colonization is the Only Answer to the Negro









"Indeed" (Trevelyan) .... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ .... College Orchestra
REJOINDER.
"l(azarre" (Blanke) .' College Orchestra
.DECISION oIt DEBATE.
"Clorinda" (Haines). "." : :eblle~eOr~estra
JUDGES:
JOHN J. CARBltRY, '66, A.M. THEO. A. BRUHL, '78, A.M., LL.B.
WM. :a. WEN+'iING, '68, A.M., M.D., REV. JAMES A. M:60Rlt, '86, A.M.
,Rltv. FRANCIS J. FINN, S.].
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Register of Students.
Adam, Ray H 0 •• , •••••••••• , •• •••••• ' •• , •• ' •••••• Third Academic.
Arata, Joseph S , .. , , , . .. . Third Acadenlic.
Anll, Aloysius J. . .. .. . , ' ., Humanities.
Anll, Edward A , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . First Acadenlic.
Anll, George J 0 • • • • • • •• •• • •••••••••••••••• Fourth COlnmercial.
Averdick, Robert J 0 •••••••• 0 •• • ••••••••••••••• Third Acadelnic.
Babbitt, Raymond Go , Third Acadenlic.
Bachmeyer, Robert S : .. , Third Acadetnic.
Balton, William J o, •••••••••••• , •••••••• , •••••••• Hunlanities.
Barton, James F , . 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •••••••••• First Acadeluic.
Beerck, Louis Preparatory.
Benninghaus, George H . 0 , •• 0 o. • ••••••••• Third Acadenlic.
Bergheger, Louis M 0 ••••••••• , ••• 0 Humanities.
Bill, Carl A 0 •••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• , ••••• Second Commercial.
Bland, William M 0 •••••••• " ••• •• • ••• 0 •• Third Academic.
Bleckmann, John H Poetry.
Bloss,Lawrence C " Third Academic.
Bockhorst, Aloysius H First Academic.
Boex, Anthony W 0 •• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• First Academic.
Borgmann, Francis H. . . . .. . Third Commercial.
Bouscaren, Pierre A. . . . . . . . . .. . Third Academic.
Bouscaren, T. Lincoln. . . . . . . . . . .. . Philosophy.
Boyle, Robert P : Preparatory.
Brady, James J Third Commercial.
Brearton, Edward J First Academic.
Brechelt, Charles J 0 •••••• " ••• , ••••••••••••••••••• Third Conlmercial.
Br~l1nan, Edward J................ . Second Academic.
:Btennan, Thomas V . O' 0 • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • •• First Academic.
BrldweU, Charles O First Academic.
Bridwell, Henry M.. " Preparatory.
Brinker, William H Second Academic.
Brown, George J ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Third Academic.
Broiwn, Martin Preparatory.
Browne, Charles 0 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Poetry.
.Browne, James H , Third Acadenlic.
Browne, Nicholas E. .. . Second Academic.
B,rowne, William E.......... . . . . . . .. . Second Academic.
Broxterman, Joseph A , Second Commercial.
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Buddeke. Alfred J. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Second Commercial.
Bunker, John J , .. , ,Humanities.
Burke, Charles S , ., , '........ . 'Third Academic.
Burland, William R Third COtl1merc~l.
Butler, John J , " . . , First Academic.
Butler, John N ' , , Second Academic.
Carroll, Declan F " . Second Academic.
Carroll, Henry , Second Academic.
Carroll, Travis C ' , '" ?oetry.
Carroll, William G , Poetry.
Cassidy, J. Leo Rhetoric.
Cheno!, George L ' Third Ac:ademic.
Chuck, Robert M Rhetoric.
Clark, James R : SecolldAcademic.
Clark, Joseph A , Third Academic.
Cloud, Frallcis C. .. . ..........................• ~ .. H'1.'t$Jilan~~~s.
Cloud, J. Dominic ,1<hetori~.
Coffey, Edward ' F1tst Academic.
Coffey, John F. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Firs~ Academic.
Coffin, C. Louis , Poetry.
Coleman, Henry J. ' , " Third Aca-detnic.
Connelly, Michael J ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Alcademic.
Connolly, Walter J , ; Second Aeadettlic.
Conroy, Thomas J Pirst Academic.
Cook, John L. .. . OJ...... ..First Com.mercial.
Cooney, George J ' ;,
Cordenbrok, Henry T,·.. , ' .
:Covalt, Geniah , .
Creed, William] ' , .
Crone, Albert P .. " I ••••••••••••••
Crowe, E. Milton .. ',1' •••••••••••••
Dacey, William A '., .
Dale, Charles H.. . .
Dale, Daniel J. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 0"
*Deasy, Charles P .
DeRore, Charles T .. , ~ .
Delor, Emile J I ••••••••••
Diskin, JamesA I ••• • ••••••••
Dittrich, Joseph H I •• II ••••••
Domis, John W. . . . .. . . •. . . . . . . Academic.
Donnellon, James J I ••••••••• e ••••••• I Philosophy.
Donnelly, Thomas J. . .. ..,. .. I •• , • I '0 •• , ••••••••• Humanities.
*Died December 19, 1901.
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Doppes, August B Third Academic.
Doppes, Henry C ,.... . Third Commercial.
Dorger, Herbert J First Academic.
Dorger, Philip H Poetry.
Dorger, Walter F Third Academic.
Dowd, William A Humanities.
Dowling, Edward A First Academic.
Driscoll, Laroy A Rhetoric.
Droege, Frederick J . .. . Humanities.
Drucker, Edward A , Humanities.
Drury, Edward A Humanities.
Eicher, Albert M................................. First Academic.
Enneking, Charles F , Second Commercial.
Enneking, Martin F : Poetry.
Enneking, Norbert B I •••••••••••••••• ·First Academic.
Enneking, William F...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Third Commercial. .
Enright, John J. . . . . . . . . .. ,....... .. . .. . Second Academic.
Erpenbeck, Charles J , I Second Academic.
Fanger, Jahn C '.' Third Academic.
Farrell, Edward C...... . . . . . . . . . .. . First Academic.
Farrell, James W Poetry.
Fintl, Martin A Second Academic
Flannery, Thomas P Humanities.
Forbes, James B Third Academic.
Foss, Robert B. . . . . . . . . .. Third Academic.
Fox, John E ,. ., P~eparatory.
Fox,Joseph E Humanities.
Fries, Arthur H. . .. . Preparatory.
Frohmiller, Lawrence J First Academic.
Gallagher, Francis 4: First Academic.
Ga.Uagher~Vincent L Third Academic.
~Don, John ]? '" First Academic.
Gardner, Ellis J , Second Academic.
Gauch€, Francis A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Rhetoric. '
Geers, Francis J. . . . . . . .. . Second Academic.
Geoghegan, Thomas M . . . . . . . . . .. . Philosophy.
Gerhardstein, Aloysius M. . Second Academic.
Gerhardstein, Herbert J , . . .. . ,.. . Third Academic.
Geringer, George T. .. . Rhetoric.
Gerst, Francis J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Philosophy.
Gerth, Edward W , Second Commercial.
Glenn, Thomas J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Poetry.
Goldcamp, ·S. Wilfred First Commercial.
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Gott, Hubert H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Rhetoric.
Gott, Willard C. . . . . .. . First Academic.
Gre"en, Charles A " Fourth Commercial.
Greiwe, Alfred J , Humanities.
Greiwe, William J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . First Academic.
Griffiu, Howard J ' . . . . . . . .. . Preparatory..
Grimmelsmann, Joseph A First Academic.
Grogan, Janles J ..,.................... . Third Academic.
Grogan, Richard L Humanities.
Grote, Herman J ',' Second Academic.
Gruber, Alphonse N , Second Commercial.
Grueter, Albert B Humanities.
Guiney, Edward Third Academic.
Halloran, John N " ,Third Commercial.
Hartke, M. Leo . Humanities.
Hartlaub, Sylvester L. . . . . . . . . .. : Third Academic.
Healy, J. William " First Academic.
Hehman, Edward H. .. .Third Academic.
Heilemann, Alexander B Second Academic.
HeiletD:alln, Elmer J. . . . . . Preparatory.
Hellcamp, William Second Academic.
Heyker, Ambrose F. ' Fourth Commercial.
Hillebrand, William B Third Academic.
IIilvert, Frederick G , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Academic.
Hines, John M. . . . . . . . . .. .:......... . ,Second Academic.
Hoban, John A Rhetoric.
Hoban, John E Rhetoric.
Hoban, Nicholas' J Second Academic.
Holbrook, George .. . Third Commercial.
HOlDan, Henry H Second Academic.
Homan, Louis J Preparatory.
Honkomp, Louis B Preparatory.
Horgan, John ' .. ' Third Academic.
Husman, Cleveland H Preparatory.
Hussey, William M Third Academic.
Imwalle, Francis W, " First Academic.
Inderhees, Henry J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Third Commercial.
Jacob~, Charles M First Academic.
J oesting, William H Third Acadetuic.
Johnson, Francis J Third Acadenlic.
Kallnleyer, William F .' ~ Third Acadenlic.
Kelly, George C " '" , First Academic.
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Kemble, Leo J ,.......... . . .. Third Academic.
Kennedy, Edward J. . . . . . . . . . .. ,..... ' First Academic.
Kennedy, Francis J Second Academic.
Kennedy, Henry J , . . . . . . . . . .. . :Third Academic.
Kenney, Ennis J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . First Commercial.
Kent, Gerard C ' . . .. '" .. ,. . .. ' , ,... Rhetoric.
Kent, Walter J ,.,., HUUlanities.
Kiely, Charles E. .. ' .. ,... . . First Acadeulic.
Kilduff, John H Philosophy.
King, Bartholomew J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ' .. Poetry.
King, Edward D. . . . . . . . . . .. . ' ,....... Third Academic.
Klollne, Eugene H ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Third Academic.
Klopp, Ralph " Third COlnmercial.
Knagge, Francis H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Second Comnlercial.
Knapp, Bernard J ,Third Commercial.
Kock, Joseph N , . . . . .. . First Academic.
Krehnbrink, Clement J '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . Second Acadenlic.
Krehnbrink, Hubert W , . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. Third Academic.
Kruthaup, George A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ,. Second Commercial.
Kruthaup, Joseph B , . .. . , , ,Third Commercial.
Kuhlmann, George B. . .. . . . . . .. .. Third Comm~rcial.
Kusnick, F. Eugene , Preparatory.
Kyte, Albert F.... . . . . .. . First Acadeulic.
Laage, John I " "" ,Second Acadeulic.
Laihr, Francis A Second Academic.
Lamott, John H " Second Academic.
Lampe, John F. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. Second Academic.
Lear, Matthew A , , '. .. First Academic.
Leibold, Albert w , Humanities.
Leurck, Bernard J ,., Preparatory.
Lockhorn, Arthur L ~ " . Second Conlmercial.
Lottman, Sebastian L, . . . . . . . .. Third Academic.
Lothschuetz, Francis First ~cademic.
*Lloyd, William D ' . . . . . . . .. . ,. Preparatory.
McCarren, Albert W ' . .. .Preparatory.
McCarty, John J ... , . . . . . . .. .. . , ,Rhetoric.
McDevitt, Charles J. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . Second Academic.
McDonough, Philip P , , . .. Third Academic.
McFarland, Arthur J , r •••••• : •• ' • •• • HUUlanities.
McGinn, Willianl A Third Commercial.
McHllgh, Robert V , Second Academic.
McIntyre, Myles A Second Academic.
*Died April 22, 1902.
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l\lcMechan, Robert M , " , ." Humanities.
McSorley, Henry A .. ' ., , .. .., Third Academic.
McTigue, Willianl F.... .. . .. .Third Academic.
Macke, Francis J,. .. . :.............. . Third Acadenlic.
Manley, William , , : First Academic.
Maurer, Robert V. " . ,..... . 'Second Academic.
Mazza, Anthony J , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Third Academic.
Merk, Arthur C .. ,. , . " , .. , , .. , " , ,Poetry.
Menge, Goswin B , . "......... . Rhetoric.
Meyer, Eugene J , Fourth Commercial.
Meyer, Harold W , , . First Academic.
l\!illning, Joseph F , .. , '. , , . .. .Humanities.
l\Iinor, Ancel C , ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rhetoric.
Mitchell, John L , ,., Preparatory.
Mitchell, Louis A , Third Commercial.
Mitchell, Mark L Poetry.
Montgomery, Robert J , , ,Third Commercial.
Moore, William B. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . Humanities.
Moorbrink, Norbert c , Third Academic.
Moornlann, Edward I , .. , , , Third Acad~mic.
Moonnann, Gregor B :,.,. . Third Academic.
Moornlan, Otto J ..' , " ',. Poetry.
Morgenthaler, Daniel C , ., ,... .. . Second Acadenlic.
Morgenthaler, Henry W , , ,.',. . .. First Academic.
Moser, Frederick J . . . . . . . . . .. . ,.. Third Commercial.
Moses, Joseph A, ., , Third Conimercial.
Muehlenkamp, William S. . ,....... . .. ,..... Poetry.
Mulroy, Willia.nl J ,' Second Academic.
Mulvihill, Philip I ·,... . " ,... ., ., HumanitiCfs:
Murphy, Henry P , , ' , . " .. ' B"irst Acad~~ic.
Murphy, Lawrence C " .. , B:umanities.
Murray, Albert 1. , ',." , , Humaniti:
Murray, Edwin H }?oetry.,; .
Murray, Joseph A .. , ,' ; , , .. , .First~ca~'';Di~.
Murray, Leo W ', " .. SeCQ~(ll~'h<"
Murray, Louis A .. ,...... . " ,. , .. ,., .. , .. Third ACa(:i:~mic.'
Nagel, Lawrence L , . , , ThirclCol'11JirJercial.
Nickol, William A ' " , ., HtVlnaniti@,si.
Niehaus, Charl~s B , ' , ' Third CoJrn:tJnercial.
Niehaus, Joseph M ," , Philosophy.
Noctor, Elmer P , . ; Preparatory.
Nolan, Stephen E , .,. . ,.. .. -Third Academic.
Nurre, Alphonse B ,..... .." .. '. . .. .Thirg Acadenlic.
Nurre, Francis A , ., , First Academic.
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0'Brien, Peter A . . . .. ,..... .. . " Rhetoric.
Oldiges, Aloysius J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Acadenlic.
O'Meara, Joseph D. Humanities.
0'Neil, William K " .. , First Acadenlic.
Orr, Leslie P , Second COlllmercial.
O'Shaughnessy, Willianl P... .. . Third Academic.
Ossege, Walter J.. Fourth Comlnercial.
Owens, William H , .. Second Academic.
Palm, Maxinlilian.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. Second Acadetnic.
'Pardieck, Henry] , . Third Academic.
Pfau, Clifford C , ,Second Comnlercial.
Poetker, Albert H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Acadenlic.
Power, John A , Preparatory.
Power, Raymond I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Preparatory.
Questa, Walter J . . . . . . . .. . Third Acadenlic.
Quinn, George F First Academic.
Quinn, Henry C ' . . .. . Third Academic.
Ragland, Howard N , Poetry.
Rattermann, Charles B . . . , ,. Second Commercial.
Reardon, Francis A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Humanities.
Reder, Francis B ' Third Academic.
Reemelin, Clarence B.. . .. Third Academic.
Reemelin,' Walter G. . . . .. .. . Second Academic.
Reenan, George T , . . . . . . . . . . . . Third Academic.
Reenan, James C Humanities.
Reenan, William L. ., Rhetoric.
Reilly, Arthur J. .. . Second Academic.
Reinstatler, Charles J. . .. . Third Academic.
Renneker, Aloysius F. . Second Academic.
Reverman, Joseph H ,... , IIumanities.
Reynolds, Arthur C.. . .. , , .. ,........... Second Academic.
Reynolds, Charles E.. . . .. . .. .Pi rat Academic.
Richmond, John A ... , . . . . . . . . . . .. '" , Poetry.
Rockwell, George H.. .. Preparatory.
Roeslein, Louis J ,.,............ . ..... Ihnnanities.
Rohs, Hermann B " .. Third Acadenlic.
Roth, John L. . . . . . . . . .. . First Commercial.
Russell, Joseph ,. ' , . . .. ". " Second Acadenlic.
Ryan, G. Hoadly ' " ,. Second Academic.
Ryan, John J Third Academic.
Ryan, Willialll A~ , Poetry.
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Sander, Leo G " First Academic.
Sanger, Roger H , Third Acadetpic.
Sanguinette, Denis S , . . . . . .. ..,.. " Third Acade~ic.
Sartor, Edward F Third Academic.
Savage, J. Clifford Humanities.
Schaefer, Charles L , Third Acadetuic.
Schaefer, Paul. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. '1' •••••••••••••••• Third Academic.
Schilderink, Wilford H , Poetry.
Schlochtermeyer, Hugo F Rhetoric.
Schtnidt, Austin G Rhetoric.
Schnlidt, Walter S.. Humanities.
Schneider, E. Howard. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Acadenlic.
Schonlaker, George H " Poetry.
Schone, George H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Poetry.
. Schramm, Aloysius F..... . . . . .. . Third Academic.
Schriever, Arthur J Third Academic.
Schroder, Charles H , . Rhetoric. I
Schunlaker, George P " Third Academic.
Schupp, Paul L , Second Academic.
Scott, Francis L Poetry.
Sebastiani, George J , Humanities.
Sebastiani, Lawrence H Third Academic.
Seuberling, Francis A , Third Academic.
Sexton, Henry B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Humanities.
Shannon, Joho J Preparatory.
Shannon, William L.. . . . . .. . First Academic.
Shea, John J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ' Third Academic.
Sheridan, Clifford T , First Commercial.
Siegel, Franc;is X. . . . .. Humanities.
Slevin, J atnes W First Academic.
Sprallge, Arthur ].. . . . . .. . : Poetry.
Steible, Daniel N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Third Academic.
Steinkamp, George J Poetry. '
?teltel)pohl, Joseph B Second Academic.
Sullivan, Andrew T First Comntrercial.
Sullival1, William T I •••••• Second Acade~ic.
Summers, Jalnes C Third Commerqjal.
Sweeney, William J .. .. . ,.......... . Poetry.
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Tapke,Herman H.. . ,............... . Third Academic.
Theissen, John B.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Academic.
Tholl1ann, Oliver C.. . . . . . . . . . .. . Rhetoric.
Thulnann, Robert J , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. First Academic.
Topmiller, Louis B. . , ,........ . Fourth Conlulercial.
Topmoeller, George B . 1iumaniLies.
Topmoeller, Willianl] , . . . .. " Third Academic.
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Tracy, Edward J o ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Philosophy.
Tuke, John H 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• Second Academic.
Tuke, J. Louis. . . . . . . .. . Third Academic.
Uihlein, Julius] Second Academic.
Ulmer, Henry J 0 •••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••• Second Academic.
Van Kirk, Sylvester D 0 ••••••••• " ••••••••••• Poetry.
Verkarnp, Joseph A . Second Acadenlic.
Viel, Cyril G Philosophy.
Vonderhaar, Joseph H. , . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Acadenlic.
Von Lahr, Lawrence] .. ' . . . . .. ' 0 •••• ' ••••••• First Academic.
Von Wahlde, ]. Clarence First Academic.
Voss, Ednlulld J.. , Third Academic.
Voss, Herbert B ' Philosophy.
Walsh, Francis J . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Rhetoric.
Walsh, Robert P . Third Academic.
Weber, Henry J " , .Third Commercial.
Wehner, Joseph P... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Third Academic.
Weinkam, Bernard C. . . . . . . . . .. ~ First Academic.
Weller, Albert L , 0 •••••• 0 ••••••• Second Academic.
Wenning, Theodore H '.' . . . . . . . .. . Poetry.
Wenstrup, FrancIs J , Third Commercial.
Wessel, Edward L Second Academic.
Westermann, Henry A .. . " Fir$t Commercial.
Wetterer, Ferdinand J Third Academic.
Wettermann, Edward P First Commercial.
Wiecbelnlan, Clement J.. .. .., .. ;.. . ,Second Acadenlic.
Wiechelman, Henry First Academic.
Wilde, Godfrey First Academic.
Wilke,. John M , 0 ••••••••• Humanities.
Williams, I::'[ellry C .. . .. . 0 •••• ~ ••••••••••••• First Academic.
Winter, Chattres R , " Third Academic.
Wittrock, William L , . . . .. . , Second Academic.
Wynne, Charles F ·0 ••• '" •••••••. 0" •••••••••••• Philosophy.
Young, William J ' Third Academic.
Zanone, Alvino J Humanities.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
Philosophy Class.
Subject Matter in Philosophy for Exa.mination
Candidates for the Degree of A. B.
FORMAL LOGIC.
GENaRA~ INTRODUCTION, DEFINITION AND DIVISION OF PBILOSOP;gV.
a) Intellectual perception or idea; division of. idea~ and terms.
b) Judgment. Divisions of judgments and propositions. Properties of
propositions. Opposition of propositions.
c) Reasoning. Nature of the syllogism, itsngures,,!«)rms.aI,ldmodes.
Rules of the simple syllogism. Species· of s~nogisQ. $Qphis1lnS. Qr
fallacies. Induction.
d) Method. Definition and division. Science.
APPLIED LOGIC.
a) On truth and falsity. Certainty vindicated against $keptics.
b) The sources of certainty. Experience external and internal. 111-
tellect, Consciousness, Reasoning: Human testimony.
c) Criterion of truth. False criteria. The true criterion to be found
in objective evidence.
ONTOLOGY qR GENERAL MB'rAPff\7S1CS.
a) On being in general. .Analogy of. bei;t.1g.Piff~,r$ ',froItl,fmfinite
being. First principles derived from being.
b) Essence and existence. Some essences. can· hei~~O~tlr:
c) Possibility, intrinsic and extrinsic; the ultimate 'sourc~of
d) Attributes of being, unity, truth, goodness.
e) Substance and accident; their clivi~iQn$.. and
person.
f) Principle and cause; divisiens of cause; pd'11cipl.eQfcasualty;
principle of sufficient reason.
g) Perfection of being. The finite and infinite; thenecessa.ry and
conti~gellt; the eternal and temporal; the changeable. and unchangeable.
SPECIAL METAPHYSICSt COSMOLOGY.
a) The origin of the world. False theories refuted. The true theory
of creation. The end or purpose of the wOrld.
b) The nature of bodies; theories compared.
c) The laws of nature. Miracles possible and knowable.
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PSYCHOLOGY.
a) On life in general; three degrees of life: vegetative, sentient,
intellectual or rational.
b) Three functions of vegetative life. The vital principle essentially
different frOln nlatter and its forces.
e) Aninlals differ specifically from plants. Animals have instinct, not
intelligence. Evolution criticised.
d) Nature of the hunlan soul; its sinlplicity alld spirituality. Union
of soul and body; one nature and one person.
e) Origin of the soul by creation. Its inlnlortality, intrinsic ancl
extrinsic.







THEODICY, OR NATURAL THEOLOGY~
The existence of God denlonstrated. On atheism and agnosticism.
The essence of God. His infinite perfection, unity I simplicity.
The immutability, immensity, eternity of God.
On the divine intellect; the divine will. '"rhe moral attributes of
On the power of God ; the providence of God.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
CHRISTIAN MORAL.
a. THE CHRISTIAN'S DUTIES TOWARDS GOD.
1. The three theological virtues occupy the first place in christian life.
2. Faith is necessary for salvation, not tnerely 'in virtue of a divine
precept, but also of its nature, as a necessary means of salvation.
3. Faith must be universal, and firm above every other conviction; it
ntustalso be enlivened by good works.
4- Men sin against the divine virtue of hope in two ways, either by
defect, (despair and diffidence,) or by excess, (presumption and false
confidence. )
5. The motive of the divinely infused virtue of charity is God's in-
finite goodness considered in itself, and its object rnatter is both God and
our neighbor.
6. Internal and external worship is due to God.
7. Prayer, or the elevation of the soul to God, is a fruitful as well as a
necessary exercise of religion.
8. Oaths and vows are acts of religion, lawful and pleasing, to God
under certain conditions.
9. The honor which Catholics pay to the saints is in accordance with
Holy Scripture, tradition and human reason. In view of her superior dig-
nity special honor is due to the Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother of God.
10. The Church commands certain acts of religion which are binding
upon all her subjects.
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b. THE CHRISTIAN'S DUTIES TOWARDS BIMSEItF.
II. Well regulated self-love is a duty. Moderate solicitude for life and
health and for the preservation of one's good name belongs to well ordered
self-love.
12. Not only mankind in comnlOll but also individuals have a right to
possess as private property the material goods of this earth..
C. THE CHRISTIAN'S Du"rIES TOWARDS HIS NEIGiIBO:R.
13. It is a strict duty to assist our neighbor whenever his life is in
danger. Murder and duelling or unlawful.
14 It is a strict duty to assist our neighbor in his temporal necessities.
IS. From the unjust appropriation or damnification of our neighbor's
tenlporal goods, and fron1 co-operation to injustice arises the duty of
restitution.
16. Charity demands of us a special solicitude for the spiritual welfare
of our neighbor; and, consequently, commands' fraternal. correction and
forbids scandal.
17. God has ordained the diversities of states and conditions of life
which give rise to the special duties, of children to parents, servants to
rnasters, subjects to rulers, and vice versa.
d. WORKS OF SUPEREROG~1'ION.
18. All are called to, but not all are bound to embrace a life of perfection.
19. The counsels of the gospel, poverty, chastity and obedience, have
been particularly commended by Chdst as means of perfection.
20. However, christian perfection may be attained in any' state of life.
CALCULUS.
FIRST TERM.
I. Functions and their classification.
2. Increnlents and their equation.
3. Differentials and Derivatives.






5. Equations of Tangents and Normals.
6. Successive Differentials and Derivatives:
7. Evaluation of Indeterminate Forms, and of Derivatives of IOlplicit
Functions.
8. The Theory of Maxima and Minima values of a Function.
9. Elementary principles of the Integral Calculus.
10. General Integrals; Definite Integrals. Applications.




I. The Celestial Sphere; Definitions and General Considerations;
Determination of Latitude, Time, Longitude and the Position of a Heavenly
Body.
2. The Earth: its Dimensions and Form; Preof of its Rotation;
Determination of its Dimensions by .Geodetic Surveys; Determination of its
Mass and Density.
3. The Earth's Orbital Motion and its Consequences: Precession;
Aberration; the Seasons and the Calendar.
4. The Moon : her Orbital Motion, Distance and Dimensions; Rota-
tion and Librations; Phases; Physical Condition; Surface Structure.
5. The Sun: its Distance, Dimensions, Mass and Rotation; Surface
Spots; Solar Spectrum; Chromosphere, Prominences and Corona; Mainte-
nance of Solar Heat; Age and Duration of Sun.
6. Eclipses, Solar and Lunar; Ecliptic Limits and number of Eclipses
in a Year; the Saros ; Occulations.
7. The Planets in General: their Motions and Orbits; Bode's Law.
8. Comets: their Motions and Orbits.; Constituent Parts and Appear-
ance; Physical Constitution.
9. Meteors: Aerolites, their Fall and Physical Characteristics; Shoot-
ing Stars; Meteoric Sho~ers; Connection between Meteors and Conlets.
10. The Stars; their Nature, Number and Motions; Stellar Parallax;
Variable and Multiple Stars; Clusters and Nebulae.
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Inter-Collegiate.
INTER-COLLEGIATE PRIZES
For the following Colleges under the care of the Fathers of the
Society of Jesus :
S'!'. LOUIS UNIVERSITY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . St. Louis, Mo.
S'!'. XAVIER COLLEGE , Cincinnati, O.
Sir. MARY'S COLLEGE , . . .. . , , St. Mary's, Kansas.
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE. . Chicago, Ill.
DETROI'!' COLLEGE .. ' ' Detroit, Mich.
MARQUEt'TE COLLEGE. " , Milwaukee, Wis.
CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY , , , 011laha, Neb.
ENGLISH.
A Purse of $100 was offered by Mr. D. F. BREMNER, of.Chicago,
for the best papers on
" The Duties ofCatholic American LaY1nen t'n Regard to H1'gher Educat£o1t. ' ,
The first and second prizes were won by Students of
Creighton University.
PLACltS OF HONOR:
Third Pl~ce '. . CH~RLES H. SCHRODER, St. Xavier College.
Eighth Place AUSTIN G. SCHMIDT, St. Xavier College.
Ninth Place, T. LINCOI"N BOUSCAREN, St. Xavier College.
LATIN.
The Gold Medal fo,r the best Latin Cotnposition was l11eritecl by
CHARLES H. SCHRODER, St. Xavier College.
PLACES OF HONOR:
S'econd Place OLIVER C. THOMANN, St. Xavier College.
Third Place Aus;rIN G. SCHMIDT, St. Xavier College.




For the best Catechetical Essay was
CHARLES H. SCHRODER.
Next in Merit:
T. LINCOLN BOUSCAREN. LAROY J.DRJ:SG.OLL.
S,ltbject: "Purgatory."
Donor of Medal: Rev. John G. Vennenlatl.
The Gold Medal
For the best Oration was nlerited by,
JAMES]. DONNELLON.
Next in Merit :
FRANCIS A. GAUCHE,. CHARLES H. SCHRODER.
Subject: "Anarchy."
Donor of lJfedal: St. Xavier I~yceutn.
The Gold Medal
For the best Deba.te was merited
CHARLES H. SCHROD:WR.
Next in Merit :
T. LINCOLN BOUS~AREN.
,S"ttbject: "/?esolved, Tlzat Colonization is the
Problem of the ::'''outh.''
Donor of Medal: St. Xavier College
The Gold Medal
For the best Sci~ntific Essay was nlerit~d by
AUSTIN G. SCHMIDT.
Next in Merit:
FRANCIS J. WALSH. llERBERT B.VOSS.
OLIVER C. THOMANN.
Subject: II Wireless Telegraphy."
Donor oj' Medal: 'Very Rev. Ferdinand Brossart.
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Contest in Elocution.
The Gold Medal.
111, the First Seclion:-Philosophy, Rhetoric and Poetry Classes,
was won by
FRANCIS A. GAUCHE.
Next in Merit :
OLIVER C. THOMANN, AR"fHUR C. MERK,
JAMES W. FARRELL, PHILIP II. DORGER.
Donor oj Medal: Denis F. Cash, LL. B.




ROBERT M. McMECHAN, FRANCIS SIEGEL.
Donor of Medal: Mr. Richard Crane.




GEORGE C. KELLY, JOHN F. GA.NNON,
LAWRENCE J. FROHMILLER, CHARLES F. KIELV.
Donor oj Medal: John]. Carbery, A.M.




GEORGE J. COONEY, GENIAH COVAl/f.
Donor ofMedal: Williatll C. Walking, A.M.
In the Fifth Section :-Classes of Third Acadetnic, Fourth Cotnnlercial
and Preparatory, was won by
ROBERT P. WALSH.
Next in Merit:
VINCENT L. GALLAGHER, ALOYSIUS J. SCEIRAMM,
ALPHONSE B. NURRE.




N. B.-The Premiums for First and Second Honprs are determined by
the daily recitations and the quarterly competitions of the year. The standard
for the First lionors is 90 per cent., and for the Second Honors, 85 percent.
RHETORIC CLASS.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
OLIVER C. THOMANN, 98.4.
First Honors:
Charles H. Schroder, 98, Francis J. Walsh, 95,
J. Dominic Cloud, 97, Austin G. Schmidt, 94,
Peter A. O'Brien, 96, George T. Geringer, 93,
Laroy Driscoll, 92.
Second Honors:
John A. Hoban, 93, Ancel C. Minor, 88,
Hugo Schlochtermeyer, 89, Robert M. Chuck, 86,
John E. Hoban, 88, William L. Reenan, 86,
John J. McCarty, 88. Goswin B. Menge, 85.
Rhetoric.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. LATIN.
First: Oliver C. Thomann. First: Oliver C. Thomann.
Next in Merit: Charles H. Schroder, Next in Merit: Charles H. Schroder,
John J. McCarty, Peter A. 0'Brien,
J. Dominic Cloud. J. Dominic Cloud.
GREEK.
First: Oliver C. 'Thomann.




First: Charles H. Schroder.




First: QIiver C. Thomann.




First: Charles H. Schroder.
Next in Merit: OliverC. Thomann,
John E. Hoban,
J. Dominic Cloud.
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PHYSICS.
First: John E. Hoban.




First: Oliver C. Thomann.





For the I-Iighest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class,
'was lnerited by
I-IOWARD N. RAGLAND, 96.73.
First Honors:
C. Louis Coffin, 96 71, James W. Farrell, 92,
Theodore Wenning, 95, Francis I.... Scott, 92 ,
Tholnas J. Glenl1, 93, Charles O. Br<?wne, go.
Second Honors:
William A. Ryan, 87, Philip H. Dorger, 85.5,
Otto J. Moornlan, 85·
LATIN.
First: Howard N. Ragland.





Fir,st: C. Louis Coffin.




First: Howard N. Ragland.









First: Howard N. Ragland.




First: C. Louis Coffin.
'~ext in Merit: Theodore Wenning,
" James W. Farrell,
Howard N. Ragland.
MATHEMATICS.
First: Howard N. Ragland.




First : ~rheodore Wenning.
Next in Merit: Mark L. Mitchell,




First: C. Louis Coffin.
Next in Merit: Theodore Wenning.
Francis L. Scott.
Thomas]. Glenn.
CLASS OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION A.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
WILLIAM A. DOWD, 98.
First Honors:
Thomas P. Flannery, 97, Albert B., Grueter, 95,
Walter S. Schmidt, 96, Thonlas J. Donnelly, 94,
Robert M. McMechan, 96, John L. Bunke"r, 94,
Albert W. Leibold, 96, Joseph H. Reverman, 93.
Second Honors:
Joseph F. Minning, 89, Francis A. Reardon, 86,
Frederick 1. Droege, 89, Aloysius J. Aull, 86,
Francis C. Cloud, 88, ] oseph D. O;Meara, 85.
r.,ATIN.
First: Willian1 A. Dowd,





First and Equal: Albert B. Grueter,
Robert M. McMechan,
Next in Merit: Albert W., Leibold,
William A. Dowd.
GREEK.
First: Thomas P. Flannery.




First: Joseph F. Minning.




First:, William A. Dowd.




First: William A. Dowd.




First: Willianl A. Dowd. First: Thomas]. Donnelly.
Next in Merit: Thomas P. Flannery, Next in Merit: William A. Dowd,
Thomas J. Donnelly, Robert M. McMechau,
Albert W. Leibold. Albert B. Grueter.
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CLASS OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION B.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class,
was merited by
JOHN M. WILKE, 92.5.
Second HOllors :
Louis J. Roeslein, 85.5, Francis Siegel, 85,
J. Clifford Savage, 85· .
First: John M. Wilke.




First: Alfred J. Greiwe.




First: John M. Wilke.
Next in Merit: M. Leo Hartke.
Alvino J. Zanone.
ENGLISH COMPOSITIO~.
First: Louis J. Roeslein.








Nexl in Merit: Louis J. Roeslein.
Francis SiegeL
HISTORY.
First: Louis J. Roeslein.
Next in Merit: John M. Wilke.
Richard Grogan.
BOOK-KEEPING.
First: John M. Wilke.





For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class,
was merited by
LAWRENCE ]. FROHMILLER, 98.8.
First Honors:
Chas. E. Kiely, 97, Edward C. Farrell, 92,
Aloysius H. Bockhorst, 96.S, Henry C. Williams, 92,
Edward J. Brearton, 94·S, Harold W. Meyer; 91,
Bernard C. Weinkam, 94, Edward J. Kennedy, 9 T,
William J. Creed, 93, Joseph N. Kock, 90,
:William K. O'Neil, 90.
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Second Honors:
Matthew A. Lear, 89, George C. Kelly, 88,
Albert M. Eicher, 88, Robert J. Thuman, 86.
Charles O. Bridwell, 85.
Class..Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Lawrence J. Frohmiller.





First: Lawrence J. Frohmiller.






First: Lawrence]. Frohnliller. First: Charles E. Kiely.
Next in Merit: Aloysius H. Bockhorst, NextirfMerit: Lawrence]. Frohmiller,
Edward]. Brearton, Edward J. Kennedy,
Charles E. Kiely, Aloysius H. Bockhorst,
Bernard C. Weinkam, Henry C. Williams,
Edward C. Farrell. Matthew A. Lear.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION. HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
First: William J. Creed. First: Lawrence J. Frohmiller.
Next in Merit: Lawrence]. Frohmiller, Next in Merit: Aloysius H. Bockhorst,
Charles E. Kiely, Charles E. Kiely,
Edward J. Brearton, Edwarn. C. Farrell,
Bernard C. Weinkam, Edward]. Brearton,
William K. O'Neill. William J. Creed.
MATHEMATICS.
First: Harold Meyer.







For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
FRANK A. NURRE. 97. 6.
First lIonors :
Joseph A. Murray, 97.S, James W. Slevin, 93,
AlbertP. Crone, 97, William L. Shannon, 92 ,
Willian1 J. Manley, 94, Norbert B. Enneking, 91 ,
I-Ierbert J. Dorger, 94, Charles E. Reynolds, 90,
E. Milton Crowe, 90.
Second Honors:
Francis X. Lothschuetz, 89, Joseph A. Grimmelslnall 87 '.
I-Iarry W. Morgenthaler, 89, Edward]. Coffey, 86, ' ,
Frank X. Gallagher, 88, John F. Gannon, 85.
LAl'IN.
First: Joseph A. Murray.•





First: Frank A. Nurre.




First: Albert P. Crone.




First: Frank A. Nurre.




First: Thomas V. Brennan.




First: Joseph A. Murray.




First: Joseph A. Murray.





F'or the Flighest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class,
was uteri ted by
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Second Honors..:
John Tuke, 89, Frank Kennedy, 88,
Daniel C. Morgenthaler, 88, Nicholas Browne, 85,
William Wittrock, 85.
Premium for Promotion:
Frank Geers, John Lampe,
Frank Laihr, William Sullivan.
LATIN.
First: Albert Poetker.






First : Albert Poetker.












Next in Merit: Alexander Heileman,
John Theissen,





















First: i John Theisse:tJ..






For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches'qf the Class,
was merited by
JOHNH. LAMOTT, 98.
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Herman J. Grote, 97,
George J. Cooney, 96,
Walter ]. Connolly, 94,
G. Hoadly Ryan, 88,
First Honors:
Joseph A. Verkamp, 93,
Aloysius M. Gerhardstein, 92,
Entile Delor, 91.
Second Honors:
Paul L. Schupp, 88.
Premium for Promotion:
William H. Brinker, Frederick Hilvert,
Edmund J. Brennan, Robert McHugh,




First: Jahn H. Lanlott.





First: John H. Lamott.





First: Geor~e J. Cooney.





First: Harry J. Carroll.





First: John H. Lamott.





First: John H. Lamott.











First: Herman J. Grote.







For the Highest Average in the Collectiv~Branches 'of the Class
was merited by
HERBERT ]', GERHARDSTEIN, 94.
Firs,t Honqrs,;
Lawrence H. Sebastiani, 93.3, William F. Kallmeyer, 9~,
Robert P. Walsh, 92 , Francis]. Mack,e, 91,
Daniel N. Steible, 92 , Charles L. Schaefer, 91 ,
JatnesJ. Grogan, 90.
Second Honors:
Clarence B. Reemelin, 88, George P. Schumaker, 86,
Vincent L. Gallagher, 88, George H. Beninghaus, 86,
Lawrence C. Bloss, 87, Pierre B. Bouscaren, 86,




First: Herbert J. Gerhardstein.





First: William F. Kallme)~er.





First: Charles L. Schaefer.





First: Herbert J. Gerhardstein.





First: Edward F. Sartor.





. First: IIerbert j.Gerhardstein.





First: Lawrence H. Sebastiani.





First: Daniel N. Steible.
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THIRD ACADEMIC-DIVISION B.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class,
was nleri ted by
DENIS SANGUINETTE, 99.
Charles DeHore, 98,
Hernlan H. Tapke, 97,
Rayulond Rabbit, 96,
Aloysius Schramnl, 96,
Joseph A. Clark, 96,
Charles R. Winter, 94,
William Hillebrand, 93,
First Honors:
Roger H. Sanger, 93,
Francis B. Reder, g2,
Gregor B. Moortnan, gI,
Francis A. Seuberling, 91,
Edward D. King, 90,
James A. Diskell, 90,
Alphonse B. Nurre, go.
Herman B. Rohs, 89,
Henry A. McSorley, 89,
Willianl J. Topuloeller, 88,
Stephen Nolan, 88,
Second Honors:
Walter F. Dorger, 88,
Charles S. Burk, 88,
Robert E. Averdick, 87,































First: Aloysi tlS Schramm.
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ARITHMETIC.
First: Denis Sanguinette.






































First: Francis J. Johnson.








Next in Merit: William Young,
George Chenal.
ARI'1"HMl't1'IC.
Pirst: Francis J. Joh11son.
Next in Merit: Henry Quinn,
William YOU11g.
READING AND SPEI.,LING.
First: Leo Kemble. •
Next in Merit: William Kemble,
Edward Moorman.
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PENMANSHIP.
First Class.











Pretnium: :EDWARI) P. WRSSRL.
Next in Merit :
AloysiusM. C;erhardsteitl, John I. L,aage,
flenry H. lIoman, I)eclan p". Carroll,
]. floadly Ryan, \tValter]. Connolly,
IIoward E. Schneider, Cletnent J. Wiecheltnann.
Third Class.
HERBERT J. (~RRHARnSTJr.IN.

























For the lIighest Average in the <;ollective Branches of the Pirst COJl1nlercial





For the Highest Average in the Oollective Branches of the Class
was merited by
CHARLES B. RATTERMANN, 94.
Second Honors :
George A. Kruthaup, 89, Charles F. Enneking, 86,




. First: Charles B. Rattermann.




First: Charles B'. Rattermann.
Next in Merit: Carl A. Bill,
Charles F. Ennekiqg,
Leslie P. Orr.
ORIGINAL COMPOSI1'ION. HISTORY AND GEOQRAPHY.
First: George A. Kruthaup. First: Charles B. Rattermann.
Next in Merit: Chas. B. Rattermann. Next in Merit: George A. Kruthaup,
Albert L. Lockhorn, Charles F. Ennekitlg,
Charles F. Enneking. Albert L. Lockhorn.
BOOK-KEEPING.
First: Charles B. Ratterm~nn.




First: Charles B. Rattermann.




Pirst: Leslie P. Orr.





For the Highest Average 1n the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
WILLIAM F. ENNEKING, 97·
First Honors:
Francis J. Wenstrup, 95·
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Second Honors:
Lawrence ro(. Nagel, 86, Williatu McGinn, 85.
Class-Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOC'1~RINE.
First: Francis J. vVenstrup.









First: Willianl F. Enueking.




First: Francis J. Wenstrup.





First: William F. Enneking. First: Willial11 P. Enneking.
Next in Merit: Francis J. Wenstrup, Next in Merit: Francis J. Wenstrup,
Joseph B. Kruthaup, Francis H. Borgulann,
Lawrence L. Nagel. Lawrence L. Nagel.
ARITHMETIC.
First: William F. Enneking.
Next in Merit: Lawrence L. Nagel,
Francis J. Wenstrup,
William R. Burland l
FOURTH CLASS.
The 'Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the. Collective Branches of the Class
was tD:erited by ,




First: 'Henry T. Cordenbrok.




Next in Merit: H. T. Cordenbrok,
Louis Topmiller.
GRAMMAR.
First: Henry T. Cordenbrok.
Next ill Merit: Willianl Dacey,
Louis Topmiller.
BIBLE HISl'ORY.
First: Henry T. Cordellbrok.









First: Henry T. Cordenbrok. First: Henry T. Cordenbrok.
Next in M.erit: Willianl Dacey, Next in Merit: Louis Toptniller,
Walter Ossege. Willianl Dacey.
READING AND SPEI.,LING.
First: Louis Topmiller.










Prenlium: WAI.,TER J. OSSEGE.





For the Highest Average in the Collective, Branches of the Class,
was merited by ·
HENRY M. BRIDWELL, 98•
First Honors:
Louis Beerck, 96, Robert Boyle, 93,
Louis Honkomp, 96, J. Elmer Heilemann, 93·
F. T~tlgene Kusnick, 94, Louis Honlan, 91.
~econd Honors:
Bernard Leurck, 89, John A. Power, 87,
Arthur Fries, 88, Martin Brown, 86,
John L. Mitchell, 87, Howard Griffin, 86,
Rayulond Power, 86.
75









First: F. Eugene Kusnick.





First: Henry M. Bridwell.





First: Henry M. Bridwell.





First: Henry M. Bridwell.





First: Henry M. Bridwell.



















Premium: WILLIAM A. DOWD.
Next. in Merit:
Thomas P .. Flannery, Thomas J. Donnelly.
GERMAN.,
First Class.













78 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
Excellent Deportment and Diligence.
Th,e following students were distinguished for excellent de-













































































































































































































































































Von Lahr, Lawrence J.





















82 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
Roll of Honor.
ANNUAL EXAMINATION.
J 00, Perfect; 75, Required to Excel.
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.
RHETORIC CLASS.
Cassidy, ]. Leo 81 McCarty, John J 92
Chuck, Robert M 86 Menge, Goswin B ,88
Cloud, J. Dominic 99 O'Brien, Peter A 96
Gauche, Francis A ~ 89 Reenan, William L 87
Geringer, George T 94 Schlochtermeyer, Hugo Exc.
Gatt, Hubert H 86 Schmidt, Austin G. . . . . . . . . .. .96
Hoban, John A 87 Schroder, Charles H : 99
Hoban, John E 88 Thomann, Oliver C 98
Kent, Gerard C 84 Walsh, Francis J 93
POETRY CLASS.
Bleckmann, John H ~ 82 Ragland, Howard N 97
Browne, Charles 0 , 94 Richmond, John A 83
Carroll, Travis C '" 81 Ryan, William .A........ . 92
Coffin, C. Louis 94 Schilderink, Wilford H 81
Dorger, Philip H. . . . . . . . .. 91 Schone, George H 77
Farrell, James W 94 Scott, Francis L , 90
Glenn, Tho~as J ·94 Steinkamp, George J 93
Merk, ArthurC 84 Sweeney, William ] 81
Mitchell, Mark L 80 Van Kirk, Sylvester D. . . . . . . .. 80
Wenning, Theodore H. . . . . . . .. 96
/ CLASS OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION A.
Bunker, John J 93 Leibold, Albert M 96
Cloud, Francis C 89 McFarland, Arthur J 75
Donnelly, Thomas] 92 McMechan, Robert M 96
Dowd, William A 98 Minning, Joseph F 91
Droege, Frederick I 88 Murray, Albert I. . . . .. . 76
Flannery, Thomas P 96 O'Meara, Joseph D 84
Grueter, Albert B ~ 94 Reardon, Francis A 88
Reverman,}oseph H 89
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE. 83
DIVISION B.
Drucker, Edward A . 83 Nickol, William A 81
Greiwe, Alfred J 86 Roeslein, Louis J 87
Grogan, Richard L 84 Savage, J. Clifford 87
Hartke, M: Leo 83 Siegel, Francis 83
Kent, Walter J ,77 Topmoeller, George B " .81
Murphy, Lawrence C 78 Wilke, John M 96
Zanone, Alvino J 81
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
FIRST CLASS-DIVISION A.
Aull, Edward L " 80
Bockhorst, Aloysius H 98
Boex, Anthony W 77
Brearton, Edward J ' 96
Bridwell, Charles 0 , 94
Creed, William J 94
Dowling, Edward A 84
Eicher, Albert A 83
Farrell, Edward C , 94
Frohmiller, Lawrence J Exc.
Gatt, Willard C 90
Greiwe, William J 81
Healy, J. William 00' ••••• 0.80
Imwalle, Franci~W. 0 0 •• 0 ••• • •• 93
Kelly, George C. 0 0 0 0 •••• 81
Ke,nnedy, Edward J 0 •••• o ••• 93
Kiely, Charles E o •••• 98
Kock, Joseph N 94
Kyte, F. Albert 0 ••• 0" 0 0 ••• S4
Meyer, Harold 0 ••• Exc.
O'Neil, William " 0 •• 93
Sander, Leo J. 0 ••••••••••••••• 8S
Thumalln, Robert J 0 •• 89
Von Lahr, Lawrence 0 •• 78
Von Wahlde, Clarence J 0 0 • 0 • So
Weinkam, Bernard o •• 96
Wilde, Godfrey ... 0 0 90
Williams, Henry Co 'So
DIVISION B.
Barton, James F 0 ••••• '0' ••• 75 Grimmelsman, Joseph A., 00.85
Butler, John , " 78 Lothschuetz, Francis 93
Coffey, Edward. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 8 I Manley, William - ~ .91
Crone, Albert P 98 Morgenthaler, Henry W , .. 90
Crowe, E. Milton 84 Murray, Joseph A "',",'" .99
Dorger, Herbert J . . . . o. 92 Nurre, Francis A . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 98
Enneking, Norbert B 89 Reynolds; Charles Eo 0 ••• 79
Gallagher, Francis X 0 •• 82 Shannon, Willi~lIlL ; 93
Gannon, John F 0.85 Slevin, James w~ .. ~ 0.9:r
SECOND CLASS-DIViSION A.
Browne, Nicholas E 86
Browne, William E 82
Connelly, Michael J 84
Covalt, Geniah W 76
Gardner) Ellis J 0 ••• 0 •••••• 75
Geers, Francis J. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 89
Heilemann, Alexander B. 0 ••• ' •• 92
Hines, John M 76
Kennedy, Francis J ,81
Krehnbrink, Clement J 81
Lampe, John F .. 0 •••••••• 0 •• 0 •• 94
McDevitt, Charles J 0 •• • • , • 77
Morgenthaler, Daniel C 88
Oldiges, Aloysius J 0 •• •• 0 • 76'
Palm, Maximilian o' ••••', 0.18
Poetker, Albert H. 0 '" ••• 99
Renneker, Aloysius F , 7'8
Sullivan, Willi'am To 0 •••• 94
Theissen, John B.. · .. 0 95
Tuke, John Ho. 0.' ••••••••••••• 80"
Uihlein, Julius J , .. : $1%"
Vonderhaar, Joseph H ,78
84 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
DIVISION B.
Brennan, Edward J 78 Hohan, Nicholas J 86
Brinker, Willianl H 89 LaagetJohn I 83
Carroll, Declan F 91 Lanlott, JOh11 H 97
Carroll, Henry 77 McHugh, Robert V. . . .. . . 80
Connolly, Walter J 88 Murray, Leo W.. . . . . .. 80
Cooney, George J 92 Ryan. G: Hoadly... . . . . .. . 8I
Delor, Ell1ile J . . . . , 92 Schupp, Paul L.... . . . . . . . . . .. 75
Gerhardstein, Aloysius M. 88 Verkan1p, Joseph G 90
Grote, Herman J ' ·93 Wessel, Edward 75
Hilvert, Frederick 79 Wiechelnlan, Clement J 86
THIRD CLASS-DIVISION A.
Adam, Ray H 83 Macke, Francis J. . · ·93
Bachmeyer, R. Stanley 89 Mazza, Antonio J 83
Benninghaus, George H 92 O'Shaughnessy, William P.. 87
Bloss, Lawrence C 87 Questa, Walter ] 89
Bouscaren, Pierre J. . . 94 Reemelin, Clarence R . .. . 95
F~rbes, J. Blaine 93 Reinstatler, Charles].. .. . 84
Gallagher, Vincent L , '.97 R.yan, John J.. . .. . 92
Gerhardstein, Herbert J ·97 Sartor. Edward F 93
Grogan, Janles J. 94 Sebastiani, Lawrence H , .. 98
Kallmeyer, William Ii' 96 Steible, Daniel N ,97
RIonne, Eugene H 82 Walsh, Robert P 98
DIVISION B.
Arata, Joseph S 75 McSorley, Henry A' 80
Averdick, Robert E 84 . Moorman, Gregor B 8r
Babbitt, Raymond G.. " 93 Nolan, Stephen R... . . .. . 79
Browne,- James W 82 Nurre, Alphonse B 9I
Bark, Charles S .. , . . . . . . .. 82 Reder, Francis B ,.. ., 87
Clark,]oseph A 95 Robs, Herman B 88
Coleman" Hent-y J 'I ••••••• 79 Sanger, Roger H.. . . . . . .. ..91
DeHore, Charles T ·94 Sal1guinette, Denis S , ·99
Diskin, James A , 92 Schramm, Aloysius] 9r
Dorger, Walter F , 84 Schriever, Arthur W 80
Hillebrand, William B., 86 Seuherling, Francis A, 88
King, Edward D. .. . 84 Tapke, Hernlan H 95
Krehnbrink, Hubert W., , ~6 Topmoeller, William J 83
Winter, Charles R 9°
DIVISION C.
Brown, George J 82 McTigue, William F 89
Chenol, George L 81 Moorman, Edward C 86·
Fanger, John C 89 Murray, Louis A 75
Guiney, Edward 79 Quinn, Henry C. . . . . . . .. . ' 87
Hartlaub, Sylvester S 92 Reenan, George T , 80
Joesting, WilliatTI H 88 Tuke, Louis J., 84
Johnson, Francis J , 89 Wehner, Joseph P 91





Cook, John L , ·93 Roth,John Leo '..' 85
Goldcanlp, S. Wilfred , 89 . .Sulliv:an, An.drew ·r. .. . ".:88
Kenney, Ennis J 96 Westermann, Henry A , 95
Wetterman, EdwardP' ' ' .91
SECOND CLASS.
Bill, Carl A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 87 Kruthaup, George A 86
Buddeke, Alfred J ' .. ··········77 Lockhorll, Arthur L 90
Enneking, Charles F 85 Orr, Leslie P 86
Rattermann, Charles B... ' ..... 94
THIRD CLASS.
Burland, ",Villiam R ·77 McGinn, William A •.... : +,·81'
Ennek'ing, William F : 96 Montgomery, Robert J 18
Holbrook, George 77 Nagel,LawienceL.. . . ,.t,s;
Inderhees, Henry J ,81 Nieh~us, Charles , . . 82
Kruthaup, Joseph B 77 . ,Sutn:rners:, "Iil"LiII'IIIG:"',"-f,
Wenstrup, Francis] .....•... ; .92
FOURTH CLASS.
Cordenbrok, Henry T 97 Dacey, William A...
Topmi11er, Louis B 89
PREPARATORYCJ;,ASS.
Beerck, Louis E 92
Bridw,el}, l:Ienry M.- ',"
Brown, Martin ' .
Fries, Arthur H .
Griffin, Howard J .
Heilemann', Elmer: J .
Homan, Louis.1.. . . . . . .. . 88
Ho'nkomp, Louis B ,,97,
86 Sl\ XAVIER CO~LEGE.
SIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT.
AT "THE PIKE,"
FRIDAY EVENING, JUNE 20, 1902, AT 8 o'cr...ocK.
PROGRAMME.
Overture-' 'Cynlbeline," (Gruenwald) .. , CINCINNATI GRAND ORCHESTRA
"ANARCH'ISM"•............ , ' JOHN H. KI~DUFF
Song-"Come Join the Dance," ( White) CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA
"T.EI~ VA~UE OF IDEALS" .......••...............JOSEPH M. NIEHAUS
Intermezzo-' 'Salome," (Loraine). .... CINCINNATr GRAND ORCHESTRA
" AGNOSTICISM"-Valedictory ' . . . . . . . .. . .. T. LINCOI N BOUSCAR EN
Song-"Revel of the Leaves," ( Veazie) CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA
CONFE~RrNG OF DEGREES.
AnDRESS TO GRADUATES .]OHNE, GREIWE, A.M., '90, M.D.
Sepenade and Waltz---"To Thee," (Muller,)
CINCINNATI GRAND ORCHESTRA
AWARD OF MEDALS.
March-" Maid Marian," (DeKoven) . ... CINCINNA1'1 GRAND ORCHESTRA
OPENING OF FALL TERM,
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 2, 1902.



